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WF'antaBarbara, Ca.

fear. Molfe
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
1'717 H St, N.i,6
Mashington, D.C. 20055

Dear |'lr. wolfe,

I am a resident of Santa Barbara, California, and am very
concerned about the possibility that the nuclear power plant
at Diablo Canyon might get licensed. In light of the
potential dangers to citizens of this area, as well as to
many others who mioht be exposed to toxic radioactive wastes,
I strongly urge you to take action acCa inst the licensing and
opening of this facility.
Thank you so much for your help.

Sincerely,

8107100033 810527
PDR ADQCK 05000275
H PDR
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JMr. ~0 I a Chairman
U.S. NUclear Regulatory Commission
1717 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D,C. 20555

JuL 09 >98
. ~ axavu~ fI

ggl5$~
Dear Nr. c y /~

Rs you know, "low power testing" hearings for D yon
nuclear power plant in San Luis Obispo, California are scheduled
for May 1/th. As a concerned citizen .and resident in the area,I am vehemently opposed to Diablo obtaining a license for the
following substantial reasons:

l. The plant is located, 2.5 miles f"om the offshore
Hosgri faul line and originally built to'with-
stand only a 6.5 magnitude quake on the Richter
scale.

I don't want to see the plant recieve a low power
testing license when it may never oualify for full
operating capacity. This would needlessly contami-
nate the plant and hinde its capability fo- being
converted to a different type of energy facility in
the future.

3. No evacuation plans have .been designed for th'e area
in the event of a radiation leak potentially possible
even under "low. power..testing", conditions. Siace Z
live so close to the plant,,this factor directly
effects me.

Grave doubts exist that the plant's security
system is adequate to prevent a sabotage attempt.
This is crucial since Diablo is on the West Coast
and thus, easily, accessible.

We have many resources'vailable here in California
and I would like to see development of these safe
energy alternatives such as solar and geothermal
po~er before resorting to nuclear power.

If licensed, Diablo will create the nuclear waste problem for
which I do not want future generations to be responsible. We
:::" 0 take charge and act responsibly to prevent undeserving
nuclear plants from being licensed,
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h~r. WC L.~. Chairman
U, S . Nuclear Regulatory
1717 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C, 20/55

Dear Nr. Wo t F
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As you know, "low power testing" hearings for Diablo Canyon
nuclear power plant in San Luis Obispo, California are scheduled
for Yiay 19th. As a concerned citizen and resident in the area,
I am vehemently opposed to Diablo obtaining a license for the
following substantial reasons:

1. The plant is located 2.5 miles f."om the offshore
Hosgri faul~~ line and origiaally built to with-
stand only a 6.5 magnitude auake on the

Richter'cale.

I don't want to see the plant recieve a low power
testing license when it may never qualify for full
operating capacity. This would needlessly contami-
nate the plant and hinder its capability for being
converted to a dif erent type of energy facility in
the future.

3. No evacuation. plans have been designed. for the area
in- the- event.-of a radiation leak potentially possiole
even under "low power testing" conditions. Since i
live so close to the plant, this- factor <ireet1y.
effects me.

Grave doubts exist that the plant's security
system is adequate to prevent a sabotage attempt.
This is crucial since Diablo is on the Nest Coast
and thus, easily accessible.

We have many resources'vailable here in California
and I would like to see development of these sa e
energy alternatives such as solar and geothermal
power before resorting to nuclear power.

if licensed, Diablo will create the nuclear waste problem for
which i.do-not want future generations to be responsible. We-
must take charge and act responsibly to prevent undeserving
nuclear plants from being licensed'.





May 18, 1981

Zr. ~of~,:, Chairman
U. S. NUclear Regulatory Commission
1717 H Street, N.N.
Washington, D.C. 20555
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Dear Nr. ~oH':

l. The plant is located 2.5 miles f-om the offshore
Hosgri faulC line and originally built to with-
stand only a 6.5 magnitude quake on the Richter
scale.

a)i
~~~(

As you know, "low power testing" hearings for Diablo Canyon
'nuclear power plant in San Luis Obispo, California are scheduled
for May'9th. As a concerned citizen and resident in the area,I am vehemently opposed to Diablo obtaining a license for the
following subs antial reasons:

I don't want to see the plant recieve a low power
testing license when it may never qualify for full
operating capacity. This would needlessly contami-
nate the plant and hinder its capability f'r being
converted to a different type of energy facility in
the future.

3. No evacuation-plans"=have,been designed for the area
in the event of a radiation leak potentially possible
even under "low pow'er testing'onditions. Since Ilive" so clo'se to the plant, this factor directlyeff'ects'e.
Grave doubts exist that the plant's security
system is adequate to prevent a sabotage attempt.
This is crucial since Diablo is on the West Coast
and thus, easily accessible.

5, We have many resources available here in Cali ornia.
and I would ilike to see development of'hese saf'e
energy alternatives such as solar and geothermal
power before resorting to nuclear power.

must take charge and act responsibl
nuclear plants from being licensed'.

If licensed, Diablo will create 'the nuclear waste problem for
which I do not want future generations to be responsible. We

y to revent undeserving
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Yiay 1B, 1/81

Mr. ~oEE, Chairman
U.S. N'uclear Regulatory Commission
1717 H Street, Yi.W.
Wash'ngton, D.C, 20555

Dear Mr. ~oH':

o.Q>p

r
JUL 09 198'I~~
~ ~ )~~ gigVLATOLI ))<OWhlSSCN

. /'A]
As you know, "low power testing" hearings for Diablo Canyon
nuclear power plant in San Luis Obispo, California are scheauled
for May 19th. As a concerned citizen ana resiaent in the area,
I am vehemently opposed to Diablo obtaining a license for the
following substantial reasons:

1. The plant is located 2.5 miles f."om the offshore
Hosgri faul~ line and originally built to with-
stand only a 6.5 magnitude quake on the Richter
scale.

2.. I don't want to see the plant recieve a low power
testing license when it may never qualify for full
operating capacity. This would needlessly contami-
nate the plant and hinder its capability for being
converted to a different type of energy facility in
a 1 4' J ~ e4cxc' lu vkrt ~

8

3. No evacuation plans have been designea for the area
in the event of a radiation leak poten ially possible
evew under "low power testing" conditions. Since I
live so close to the plan , this 'factor directly
effects me.

Grave doubts exist that the plant's security
system is adequate to prevent a sabotage attempt.
This is crucial since Diablo is on the West Coast
and thus, easily accessible.

We have many resources available here in California
and I would like to see aevelopment of these safe
energy alternatives such as solar and geothermal
power before resorting to nuclear power.

if licensed, Diablo w'll create the nuclear was e problem = or
which i do not want i'u ure generations to be responsible. We
must take- charge and act responsibly to prevent undeservin„- g $ < pnuclear plants from being licensed!

Dani~ g~~
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May 18, 1981

Mr. 43.o t.r', Chairman
U. S. hu'clear Regulatory
1717 H Street, N.N.
Washington, D,C.. 20555

Commission

q~ (~y
9!Dceg5e-ec .

~'.„„)pg LSei e
" '"'j;enc

Dear Nr.

As you know, "low power testing" hearings for Diablo Canyon
nuclear power plant in San Luis Obispo, California are scheduled
for May 19th. As a concerned'citizen.and resident-in the area,
I am vehemently opposed to Diablo obtaining a license for'he
following substantial reasons:

l. The plant is located 2.5 miles from the offshore
Hosgri-faul4--line and-orig5;nally built to"with-
stand only a 6.5 magnitude quake on the richter
scale.

I don't want to see the plant recieve a low power
testing license when it may never qualify for full
operating capacity. This would needlessly contami-

. nate the plant and hinder its capability for being
converted to a different type of energy facility in
the future.

3. No evacuation plans have been designed for the area
in the, event of a radiation leak potentially possible
even Under- "low power-testing"- conditions; Since. I
live so close to the plant, this.-factor directly
effects me.

Grave doubts exist that the plant's security
system is adequate to prevent a sabotage attempt.
This is crucial since Diablo is on the West Coast
and thus, easily accessible.

5, We have many resources available here in California
and I would like to see development of these safe
energy alternatives such as solar and geothermal
power before resorting to nuclear power.

If licensed, Diablo.wi3.l create the nuclear waste problem for
which I do not want future generations to be responsible. We

must take charge and act responsibly to prevent undeserving
nuclear plants from being

licensed'gpddl
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May 18, 3.981

Mr. LdoJ P;, Chairman
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
1717 H Street, N.N.
Washington, D.C, 20555
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Dear Nr. M:o 1 f';=

As you know, "low power testing" hearings for Diablo Canyon
nuclear power plant in San Luis Obispo, California are scheduled
for- Yiay .19th.'- As,-.a .concerned..citizen.and,resident in the area,I am vehemently opposed. to Diablo obtaining a license for the
following substantial reasons:

l. The plant is located 2.5 miles from the offshore
Hosgri faul4 line and orig&nally built to" with-
stand only a 6.5 magnitude quake on the Richter
scale.

I don't want to see the plant recieve a low power
testing license 'when it may never qualify for full
,operating capacity. This would needlessly contami-
nate the plant and hinder its capability for being
converted to a different type of energy facility in-
the future.

3. No evacuation plans-Rave been designed for the .area
in the event of a radiation leak potentia11y possible
even. under "low power testing" conditions. Since--I
live so close to'the-plant-,'his factor,.directly
effects me.

Grave doubts exist that the plant's security
system is adequate to prevent a sabotage attempt.
This is crucial:since Diablo is on the Nest Coast
and thus, easily accessible.

5, We have many resources available here in California
and I would like to see deve opment of these safe
energy alternatives such as solar and geothermal
power before resorting to nuclear powers

if licensed, Dia'bio will create the nuclear waste pxoblem for
which I do not want future generations to be responsible We .

must take charge and act responsibly to prevent undeserving
nuclear plants from being licensed'. '

gS
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May 18, 1981

Mr. Mo'L+, Chairman
U, S. Nuclear Regulatory
1717 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D AC. 20555

CO

'/gQ
COr

Commission

Dear Mr. Ldo'<8:
'i

As you know, "low power testing" hearings for Diablo Canyon
nuclear power plant in San tuis Obispo, California are scheduled
for May 1gt'h. As a concerned citizen.and resident "in the area',
I am vehemently opposed to Diablo obtaining a license for the
following substantial reasons:

l. The plant is located 2.5 miles f-o'm the offshore
Hosgri faul line and originally built to'with-.
stand only a 6.5 magnitude quake on the

Richter'cale.

I don't want to see the plant recieve a low power
testing license when it may never qualify for full
operating capacity. This would needlessly contami-
nate the plant and hinder its capability for being.
converted to a different type of energy facility in
the future.

3. No evacuation plans have-been. designed for-the. area
in the event of a radiation leak potentially possible
even- under--"%ox-.power testing"--conditions.- Since-:I .

live so close to the plant, this factor directly
effects me.l
Grave doubts exist that the plant' security
system is adequate to prevent a sabotage attempt.
This is crucial since Diablo is on the West Coast
and thus, easily accessible..

5,'e have many resources'vailable here in California
and I would like to see development of these safe
energy alternatives such as solar and geothermal
power before resorting to nuclear power,

licensed; —Diablo will create the nuclear waste problem for
which I do not want future generations to be responsible. We
::: =t take charge and act responsibly to prevent undeserving
nuclear plants from being licensed.

gent'~ ''rnid 'n&l- be." '
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Mr. M0 ~ ~
. Chairman

.U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Coinmissionl717 H Street, N. M.
Na shington, D. C . 20555

Dear Mr. M c I 4 .

~ 'I$

sic+
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As you know, "low power testing" hearings for Diablo Canyon
nuclear power plant in San Luis Obispo, California are scheduled
for Yiay |.9th. As a concerned citizen.and resident in the area,I am irehemently opposed Ocr Diablo obtaining a -license-for--the-
following substantial reasons:

fl.'he plant is located 2.5 miles fvom the offshore
Hosgri faulC line and orig'ideally built to with-
stand only a 6.5 magnitude quake on the Richter
scale.

I don'0 want to see the plant recieve a low~ower
testing license when it may never aualify for full
operating capacity. This would needlessly contami-
nate the plant and hinder its capability for being
converted to a different type of energy facility in
the ut-re.

C f f. e
II

3. No evacuation plans have been designed for the area
in the event of a radiation leak potentially-possible
even uMer "low.power testing" 'conditions; Since-I
live-"so -c3mMei-the.-plae,—.th~-s- -factor- directlp -.

effects me.

Grave doubts exist that the plant's security
system is adequate to prevent a sabotage attempt.
This is crucial since Diablo is on the Nest Coast
and thus, easily accessible.

5. Ne have many resources'vailable here in California
and I would like to see development of these safe
energy alternatives such as solar and geothermal
power before resorting to nuclear po~er.

If licensed, Diablo will create the nuclear waste problem for
which I do not want future generations to be responsible. Ne
must take charge and, act responsibly to prevent undeserving
nuclear plants from being licensed'5p
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May 21, 19 81

Mr. Wolf
Nuclear Regulatay Commission
1717 Eighth Street Northwest
Washington, D.C. 20555

'0 /Pi co

Dear Mr. Wolf:

As a mother of young children in Santa Barbara, I am

not able to attend the hearings in San Luis Obispo
regarding the licensing of the nualear power plant in
Diablo Canyon. But I .rculd like tc add my protest
to that of .'(.any others aiao voice my oppos.-'.ticn to th»
licensi.ng and operaticn of this dangerous pcwer plant
on a proven earth~,uake fai 1". I hope the N, R. C. will
consider the preferences of the perp.'e in the.r fina3
decision on he m~t".er.

'>1" c 'r'p (

-'~fu~~c ~ +~~ ~"
Frances Davis

-.P C"—Fo- 3 4
Summ rland, Ca. 93067
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!'u c 1 ear 5 ~ ~a 3 a tory C om". i s s i o~"
1717 H St. eet Ki~l

'~'ashinF,)o, D. C. 20555

VW I

/ Q)

p 9 398$
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Dear Kr. @olfe:

I'm sure you are aware that the low ..~ . testing hear
the D ablo Canyor. nuclear power plant ir. San Luis Obispo,
are scheduled for Yay 19. As a very concerned citizen, I am
intensely opposed to Diablo obtaining a "'ow power tes";.inp;"
license for the fol3.owing reasons:

1. The. plant is located 2.5 miles from the offshore
Hosgri fault line and origir:ally 'ouil to withstand
onlv a 6.5 magnitude ouake on the Richter scale.

2. E don't want to see the plant . ecieve .a low power
testing license when it may never oualify for full
operating capacity. This would needlessly contami-
nate the plant and hirder its capability for oeing
converted to a d.ifferert type o, energy facilitv in
the future.

3. !"o evacuation plans have been aes'p..ed for the area
in the event of a radiation leak potenially possible
even under "low power testing" conditior.s. Since
3've near the plant this factor ~reatl.') conce"ns me.

4. "-rave dou",.ts exist that the v3'ant's sec):rity system
s adeouate to prevent .~ sabota.'.-e atte...~t. T} ) s is

crucial evince Diablo >") "n the 'st "oast and „hus
easily accessible.

5. ~'e have many resources -.~vai3eble here in California
and : wou)d like to see cievelopment of thee» safe
ererpy alternatives svc".as solar and geothermal
power before resorting to ruclear power.

vhr ) sand s are re3 vinp on;ou to )< i
that are at stake an" he3 p tc sto~
Df ab) o!

)-.h t.):e t."ev ncc;:s r) .'.s
"!.:is ..::cled. fa~~y a"'. ~5~~

~jA p Qwu/a~i'fJ
p j&

.;... p~,!~ 5r.

~=is i;:=,
~.(r'=VS!i

7

e Qecti 33"

Zf licensed. D'ablo will create the nuc3 ear waste r>ro!'lem for
which: do not want future gener-tions to be respor.sible.
must take charpe .and act resoons blv to "".event undeser-in~
nuclear plants from beinv, licens=d.
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Yiay 18, lo81
/.

".':uclear 'Repvlatpry Commissip .

1717 H Street h.vl
"'ashington, D. C. 20555

jUL O ~~@,,-11O9 pe~
CLg ~El

Dear Yir. Wolfe: 'Y

I'm sure you are aware that the low power testinz hex N + r
the Diablo Canyon nuclear power plant ir. San Lui~ Obispo, Ca.
are scheduled for tt."ay 19. As a very concerned citizen, i am
intenselv opposed to Diablo obtaining a "3.ow powe. tes-'.in'"
license for the following reasons:

The plant i's located.-2. 5 miles from the offshore
t=.osgri fault line and. oriLinally built to withstand.
onl'y a 6.5 magnitude ouake on the ..ichter scale.

2. i don't want to see the plant recieve a low power
'testing license when it may never aualify for full
operating capacity. This would needle sly contami-
nate the plant and hinaer its capability for bein~
corverted to a a.ifferent type of enerpy facility in
the future.

3 e !':o evacuation plans have beer. desipped for the area
in the event of a radiation leak potenially possible
even under "lpw ppwer test,'ng" cnnditipns. Sirce
l've near the plart this factor,orea",ly corcerns me.

r~ave doubts .egjctl-the" ti:e ~3ant's sec!;ri tv svstem
is adequate to prevent a sabota™e attempt. Thi,s is
crucial since Diablo i:: or: the est oa:. 'na thu..
easily accessible.

5. We nave manv resources availeble here in California
and i would like to see development o. these sa. e
energy alternatives such as solar and ":;eotherma3
power before resortina; to nuclear powe

if l'censed D'ablo will create tne nuclear waste problem for
which i do not want future generations tp C.. res-.,orsib" e. We
must take charpe and act responsibly to prevent iindeservinp
ruclear rlarts fram heir , lie."erser.'. yy'1
Thousands are re3vinz pn vou to wein.h the "re~endo:.:s r'ks g l P
that are at stake anc help to stop this nuclear fol3v a=
Diablo!
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': uclea. Rem) ator v
17''1 H St. eet Fv>
'~!a hinzton, D. C.

Dear Vir. Holfe:

2o555

0

Com: ~ ~ 1 a r s ~ ~ i ~ i. ]os~
f.f<'t

Q/fl&e!!fI
~ «Jul!g g Q.

~inch

«~&l

Jp

rI'n sure you are aware that the 3.o» ower "estin~ hear or
the Diablo Canyon nuclear pover plant ir. San "uis Obispo, Ca.
ar e scheduled. for l~av 19. As a.very concernec. citizen, I am
intensely opposed to Diablo obtaining a "'ow power test ng"
license for the following reasons:

1. The plant is located. 2.5 miles from the offshore
)-:os~i fault line and. ori~irally built to»ithstand
only a 6.5 magnitude ouake or. the ~ichter scale.

2. I don't want to see the plant recieve a low pover
testing license when it may never oualify for full
operating capacity. Thi.. would needlessly contami-
nate the plart and hinder its capability for being.
converted to a differert type of energy facility in
the future.

3. l!o evacuatior. plans have beer; des'pv.e for t) e area
:n the event of a radiation leak ~o-'enial y possible
even under "low power testirz" cond'tior;s. Sir.ce I
)ive r.ear the plant, this factor,-"reatly cor.cerns me.

:":rave doubts exi;t "hat the a)ant's security«svstem
is adeouate to prevent a sabota".e a<tempt. :his is
crucial since Diablo i." o.: the ':.'~st Coo.";". and thus,
easi)v access'le.

5. <le have manv resource.". availeo)e here 'n Cali. orr.ia
and I would 'ke to se~- develop-„ent of «these safe
ererpy alternatives such as solar a..d peothermal
power before resorting to nuclear powe.r.

If licensed, D'ablo will create the nuclear »aste problem for
which . do not want future generations t~ b~ responsible. 'le
must taPe charF'e ~nd act responsiblv to "~event i:ndeservin~
r'.uclear plants from bein~ ).icens-.d.

Thou."ands are re) vir." on vou to weivh t'.".e remendous risks
that are at stake aug }~pl p tn stop t)-.is nuc)ear fol)v at
i) 1 ab) o!

:-".espec tfully,

)«ec i stered ~Toter
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Nuclear P.eml atory Commis..ion
1717 H Street FvJ
'4a hington, D. C. 2'0555

9pv-""'. )98'~
Os"s;;.> Qf gp ~,

Sruti

JUL P 9 198~
~aehlP> 'lf/

V. ~o~gSe~

Dear Yir. 'w'olfe: v cn
h ~ ~ ~ it/ ~ g f/ i ~ '- "s~Q 7g

I'm sure you are aware that the low power testi"..s hearings For
the Diablo Canyon nuclear power plant in San Luis Obispo, Ca.
are scheduled for !'av lc. As a verv concerned citize."., T am
intensely opposed .Co Diablo obtainir." a "low power tes". na:"
license for the fol3.owirs~™ reasons:

1. The'plant is located 2.5 miles from the offshore
?iosgri fault line and. originally built to withstand
only a 6.5 magnitude ouake on the Richter scale.

2. T don't want to see the plant recieve a low power
testing 1 cense when it may ..ever o'ualify for full
operating capacity. This would needlesslv contami-
nate the plant anc hinder its capability fo. being
converted to a diffe e. t type of energy facility in
Che future.
!'.o evacuation plans have been d sicko..ed fo. the area
in the event of a ".adiat'on leak peter.iallv possible
even under "low power testing" corditiors. Since T
live nea. the plant, thirs factor greatly cor.ce.ns me.

Crave doubts exist that the plant's security system
is adeouate to prevent a sabot =e attem",.t. his is
crucial since Diablo is on the 'st .".oast and thus
easilv accessible.

5. t e have many resources aveileole ?.ere in California
and Z would like to see deve)opment of "hese sa. e
energy alternatives such as solar and r:.eo-;herman
power before resortinr to nuclear powe"..

if licensed, D'ablo will create the ruclear waste problem fcr
which T. do not want future penerations tn be respor.sible. ::.'e
must take charge 'and act responsibly to prevent aindeservin~
nuclear plants from beinr„ licensed.

Thousands are re]vines on you to s/.'™h
that are "t stake and help to stop thi
iiianl o!

t~e ts e>~ado»s s 'sks
nucl ear fol 1 y a~

.".t.snec tfu11v

i:e~si stere~ Voter
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Yuclear Pemlatory Commissi
1'717 H Street !'":>

'~rashington, D. C. 20555

V~Y . )98> p
017(A of Qe fecretep

r O."".4tiog 4 Semce
Branch

Dear .-:r. Molfe:
C / p"~

I'm sure you are aware that the low power testinc hea. . or
the Diab1o Canvon nuclear power plant in San Luis Obispo, Ca.
are scheduled for Yay 1.9. As a very co..cerned citizen I am
intensely opposed to Diablo obtaining a "'ow power. tes in@"
license for the foilowirz reaso..s:

1. !he plant is located. 2.5 miles from the offshore
:-:os@ i fault line and. orir irally built to withstand
only a 6.5 magnitude ouake on the Richter scale.

2. '5 don't want to see the plant recieve a low power
testing license when i may never oualify for full
operating capacity. This would needlesslv contami-
nate the plant and hinder its capability for being
converted to a different type cf energy facility i..
the future.

3. l'o evacuation plans have been desip...ed for the area
in the event of a radiation leak potenially po..sible
even urider "low power testira". cond'ionis. Since ilive near the plan "h's factor preatly concerns me.

.rave doubts ex,ist thav r.he plane s security svstem
oua >e rie»r~vept-;q.ecohq4c,, r. p ", c,<~t. i'h > e i s

crucial since Diablo i: on the ':.'~st ".oabt and thus,
easily accessible.

5. 't/e have many resources zvaileb'1e here in California
arid i would like to see develop.>ent of these safe
energy a1terndtives such as solar and ",eothermal
power before ».eeortine to nuclear peen:.

Xf licensed, D'ablo will create the ni ciear waste problem for
which 2 do not want future renerations tn bc ", esponsib'~ "e
must take charge and act resporsiblv to prevent i>ndeservinz
nuclear plants from beinr.-„ licensed.

Thousands are rel yin~, on you to weigh the tremendous ri sks
that are at stake and. help to stop this nuc'lear folly at
))iaMo!

:.esoectfu11v

gy9
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!.'uclear Pemlatory Commission
1717 H Street h3l
'i'ashington, D. C. 205/5

Dear Y!r. wolfe:

t./r v
Dffice og fha g
DccIt&Uog $ egg,,' .

Branch

6
gpss 0 ~sow< tt

~ g,lO~

i'n sure you are aware thai the low power testing h . s
the Diablo Canyor. nuclear power plant in San Luis Gbi
are scheduled for Yav 19. As a verv concerned. citi"en, am
intensely opposed. to Diablo obtainina a'low power tes~ing"
license for the followirg reasons:

1. The plant is located 2.g miles from the offshore
Hosp' fault line and oriLinally built to withstand.
onlv a 6.5 magnitude ouake on the Hichte. scale.

2. i don't want to see the plant recieve a low power
testing license when i may never oualifv for full
operating capacity. This would needlessly contami-
nate the plant and hirder its capabilitv for being.
converted to a diffe.e. t type of energy fac:litv in
the future..

3. l'o evac!.ation plans have been desi~ed for -he area
in the event of a rad.iation lea!~ potenially possiole
even und er "low power tes tine" cond 'ions. Since i
live near the plant, th' factor,greatly concerns me.

Crave doubis exist that the slant'"- security system
is adecuate to prevent a sabota=e at'tempt. hi s is
crucial s'nce Diablo i" on the ': est Coast and thus,
easily accessible.

i"e have many resources available here in California
and would lik'e to see develo"ment of the".. safe
energy a1ternatives such as solar and ..-eo'"hermal
power be ore resorting, to nuclea. ~owe

if licensed, D'ablo will create the nuclear waste problem for
which do no" want future <.enerations to be responsib3e. "'e
must take charpe and aci responsiblv to prevent vndeservinr'.
nuclear pla..ts from Reine, lice.;sed.

Thousands are re3yin.", on vou to weir.".h the ". em=n=o'.:s riskstrat are at sta'es anc r. 1p te si.on tnis nuc.ea". rol]y a:
D 1 ab1 0 ~

Ql P
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Nuclear Reaulatorv Commission
1717 H Street F!1
'~a hington, D. C. 20555

Dear Yir. 'wolfe:
ui 09'~~00
ai+~iQ~++

pl% l CQ

L':AY 2, ~98~~
."-."'-. Of SS Sere~

'=-':~~as

-~

Cg
Gloat

I'm sure you are aware that the lo Wo "pc. a ng hearings for
the D'ablo Canyon nuclear power plan Luis Obispo, Ca.
are scheduled for Yay 19. As a verv concerned citizen, I am
intensely opposed to Diablo obtaining a "3.ow power testing"
license for the followinr reasons:

1. The plant is located, 2. 5 miles from the offshore-
Hosgri fault line and originally built to ~withstand
only a 6.5 magnitude ouake or. the ~ichter scale.

I'.
i don't want to see the plant recieve a low power
testing license when it may never oualify for full
operating capacity. This would needlessly con ami-
nate the plant and hinder its capabilitv fo. being
converted to a different type o~ energy facilitv in
the future.

I

e'.

".)o evacuation plans have beeri des'~med . or the area
in the event of a . adiation leak poteniallv possible
even under "low power te;tirg" cond""i"".", ,='nce

ve near ."he -~le~t:=-~¹ s .-factc>r ~reat3 v concerns me.

4. Crave doubts exi st t;hat the plant's sec!trity svstem
is adeoua~e'o prevent a sabotage attempt. his is
crucial since Diablo is on the ':~st Coast and thus,
easily accessible.

5. tle have manv resources available ilere in California
and i would like to see development of hese safe
energy alternatives such as sol~r an"..."eothermal
power bef'ore ».eeortine to rocleer power.

Zf licen"ed Diablo will create the nuclear waste problem for
which i do not; want future generations to be responsible. ':.'e

must taPe charge and act responsibly "o p. event: !.ndeservirlc.
nuclear p. ant.s from bein~ licerlsed.

Thousancs are re3 rinr on vou to wej
that are at stake anc he}n tc stop
l)iablo!

~h the tremendo!:s risks
this nuclear fo33y at;

:..e sue>" f!>3.lv

~ etl j stnred:,tot.or

P5'C(a(4
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nuclear Regulatory Commissio..
717:-'. Street )Fvl

Dear Nr. 'w'olfe: 4

i'm sure vou are aware that the low po beesting. hearings .or
he D ablo Canyon nuclear power plant in San Luis Obispo, Ca.

are scheduled for Nay 19. As a very concerned citizen, i am
intensely opposed to Diablo obtaining a "low power testing"
license for the following reasons:

1. The plant is located. 2. 5 miles from the offshore
Hosgri fault line and ori~inally built to withstand.
only a 6.5 magnitude ouake on the Hichte. scale.

2. i don't want 'to see the plant recieve a low powo.r
testing license when it may never oualify for full
operating capacity. This would needlessly contami«
rate the plart and hinder its capabilitv for oeing
converted to a different type c. energy facilitv in
the future,

-..;,.-~„«g S glee'i'as hi r. ~ton, D. C. 2055 6 g c+g~6~+
'Q 1p

3 "o evacuation plans have been desin.ec. for the area
$ n the event of a rad.iation leak potenially possible
even under "low power tes"irz" conditions. Sirce i
live rear the plant th's factor great]y concerns me.

Grave cLoubt exist that ".he plant's
is adeouate to p. even". a saoota".,e a
crucia3: since Diablo 's on the ':.:=st
easilv accessible.

securi",y system
t telo"-. hi s is
Coast and thus)

Vie have many . esources availeble here in California
nil i would like to ee development o. "hese ..afe

energv alternatives suc". as sole"; a..d ,.".eothermal
power before resorting to nuclea. power.

if licensed Diablo will create the nuclear;aste p"oblem for
which L do not want future penerations t~ ce responsibl e. »e
must take charp;e and act responsibly to p. event i.ndeservin~
nuclear plants from bein". lice.".s~d.

I

Thousands are rejv) r.;, on you to weip'); t:.:= trc~~„':dous r) sks
that are at stake and help to stop this nuc".ear foal]y a"
Diabl o!
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Nuclear Regulatory Commission
17'7 .'-: Street r.'rf
Wa hinp;ton, D. C. 20555

lyly Z.Gli L...i.

= qk~,>@~., » ~q5/c ~
Dear Y!r. Wolfe:

I'm sure you are aware that the low powe.. testirr hearings for
the D'ablo Canyon nuclear power plant in San Luis Obispo, Ca.
are scheduled. for Yay 19. As a very concerned citizen, I am
intensely opposed to Diablo obtaining a "low power testing"
license for the following reasons:

. 1'. The plant is located 2. 5 miles from the offshore
Hosgri fault line and. originally built to withstand
only a 6.5 magnitude ouake on the ?ichter scale.

2. 2 don't want to see the plant r ecieve a low power
testing license when it may never oualify for full
operating capacity. This would needlessly con ami-
nate the plant and hinder its capabi;litv for being
converted to a different type o energy facilitv in
the future, I

3 I "lo evacuation vlans have been desimed for the area
in tne event of a radiation leek poteniallv'ossible
even under "low power testing" conditions. Since Tl v h 'ttIiAll v QA + j hh+AQV%VIt PQ!:ve JJcaJ vh& v a v It ~ ~ +0 ~ & ItV I ~ I I ~ V ~ ~

~I

Crave doubts exist that the plant's secu. ity systerr.
is adecuatq to prevent a sabota"e attempt. Thi.s is
crucial since Diablo is on the ':.'..st Coa~t and thus,
easilv accessible.

5. 'v!e have r-.any resources availeb1e here i Ca'ifornia
and I would. like to see developme..t of these sa; e
energy alternatives such as solar an".. "-..eo"hermal
power before resorting to nuc'ar power.

lf licensed., D'ablo will create the nuc ear waste problem for
which l'o not want future generations to be respor!sib!e.
r.".ust take charpe and act responsibly to prevent unPese.vin~
nuclear plants from beinr.", licensed.

Thousands are relvir.."., on you to wei~h the tremen outs .isk
that are at stake an.". helo to stop this nuclear -folly at
i"!iablo!

.i e t ng c J ~! rIljv

'"" R7 f98ig
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vlf

Mr. ~oH',„=, Chairman
~ U.S. Miclear Regulatory Commissi
171'7 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20555

Q~~tcs \

g)~4g.j.
Ip

/O'P fg8f0
Offc80f the Sechtag

%@Hag 4 fez,,
Bmcck

l. The plant is located 2e5 miles fvom the offshore
Hosgri faulf: line and originally built to with-
stand only a 6.5 magnitude quake on the Richter
scale.

Dear Mr. ~oH'::
. v e ~II~(

As you know, "low power testing" heari Diablo Canyon
'nuclear power plant in San Luis Obispo, California are scheduledf'r Nay 19th, As a concerned citizen and resident in the area,I am vehemently opposed to Diablo obtaining a license for the
following substantial reasons:

I don't want to see the plant recieve a low power
testing license when it may 'never qualify for full
operating capacity. This would needlessly contami-
nate the plant and hinder its capability for being
converted to a different type of energy facility in
the future.

3. No evacuation plans have been designed. for the area
in the event of a radiation leak potentially possible
even under "low power testing'onditions. Since I
live so close to the plant, this factor directlyeffects'e.

"f. Grave doubts exist that the plant's security
system is adequate to prevent.a sabotage attempt.
This is crucial since Diablo is on the West Coast
and thus, easily accessible.

5, We have many resources available here in California
and I would j~ ike to see development of these safe
energy alternatives such as solar and geothermal
power before resorting to nuclear power.

u ~ k C + . P~zfp

LJ ~ dgoCvd vS~ v ".Y- e.H
+Qvr yc

~stre M~ J c

.. ~4(

If licensed, Diablo will create the nuclear waste problem f'r
which I do not'want future generations to be responsible. eW
must take charge and act responsibly to prevent undeserving
nuclear p1ants from being licensedt

(( . 5i$'vvhvu. 5~4 (vv.
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Mr. Ao wF Chairman
U.'S. NUclear Regulatory Commission-
1717 H Street, N.M. I

Nashington, D. C .. 20555

. 5i+P.!~'P ~ III~ i'~
P-,.g, f~ („"j)> ).wR gp (g fp

Dear Mr. Qc I F
> r

As you know, "low power testing" hearings for Diablo Cany
nuclear power plant in San Luis Obispo, California are scheduled
for May 1/th. As a concerned citizen,and resident in the area,
I am vehemently opposed to Diablo obtaining a license for

the'ollowingsubstantial reasons:

l. The plant is
Hosgri faul4
stand only a
scale.

located 2.5 miles fvom the offshore
line and originally built to with-
6.5 magnitude quake on the richter

I don't want to see the plant recieve a low power
testing license when it may never qualify for full
operating capacity. This would needlessly contami-

. nate the plant and.hinder its capability for being
converted to .a different type of energy facility in
the future.

3.- No evacuatioa.—.plus-have--been-designed=-for-the -area.-
in the event of a radiation leak potentially possible
even"under-"low--power. testing" conditions. Since I
live so close to the plant, this factor directly
'effects me. l

".f. Grave doubts exist that the plant's security
system is adequate to prevent a sabotage attempt.
This is crucial since Diablo is on the Nest Coast
and thus, easily accessible.,

Ne have many resources available here in California
and I would 3.ike to see development of these safe
energy alternatives such as solar and geothermal
power. before .resorting to nuclear power.

If licensed, Diablo will create the nuclear waste -proMem -for
which 'I do'ot want future generations to be responsible. )le
must take charge and act responsibly to prevent undeserving
nuclear plants from being licensed',





May 18, 1981

Mr. >Joe.F'hairman
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
1717 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C., 20555

~g ~g ga>

Dear Mr. vJo~r-' ~

I
~ I

As you know, "low power testing" hearings for Diablo Can 6[i@
nuclear power plant in San Luis Obispo, California are sche
for Nay 19th. As a concerned- citizen .and resident in the area,I am vehemently opposed to Diablo obtaining a license for the
following substantial reasons:

l. The plant is located '2.5 miles fvom the offshore
Hosgri faul4 line and oxiginally built to"with-
stand only'a 6.5 magnitude quake on the Ftichter
scale.

I don'0 want to see the plant recieve a low power
testing license when it may never qualify for full
operating capacity. This would needlessly contami-
nate the plant and hinder its capability for. being
converted to .a different type of energy facility in
the future.

3- No"evacuation.-plans'-have"-.been.designed for-.the: area...
in .the event of a radiation leak potentiall'y'ossible.
even-..under=."low. power testing" conditions. Since I .

live so close to the plant, this factor directly
effects me ~

Grave doubts exist that the plant's security
system is adequate to prevent a sabotage attempt.
This is crucial since Diablo is -on the West Coast
and thus, .easily accessible.

5. We have many resources'vailable here in California .

and I would like to see development of these safe
energy alternatives such as solar and geothermal
power before resorting to nuclear power.

If licensed, Diablo will create the nuclear waste problem. for
which I do not want future generations to be responsible. We
must take charge and act responsibly to prevent undeserving
nuclear plants from being licensed.'
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Dear Mr. 4

As you know, "low power testing" hearings for Diablo Canyon
nuclear power plant in San Luis Obispo, California are scheduled
for May 19th. As a concerned citizen,and resident in the area,
I am vehemently opposed to"'Diablo obtaining -a license-for-the
following substantial reasons:

l. The plant is located 2.5 miles from the offshore
Hosgri faulC line and origjaally built to"with-
stand only a 6.5 magnitude quake on the Richter
scale.

don'0 want to see the plant recieve a low power
testing license when it may never qualify for full
operating capacity, This would needlessly contami-
nate the plant and hinder its capability for being
converted. to a .different type of "energy facility in
the .future.

3. No evacuation plans have been designed for the area
in the event of a 'radiati'on leak potentia3:ly potable
even under. "low power testing" conditions. Since I
live-.=so=close .to the-.plant, this, factor. directly „

effects me.

Grave doubts exist that the plant's security
system is adequate to prevent a sabotage attempt.
This is crucial since Diablo is on the West Coast
and ~i,hus, easily accessible.

We have many resources available here in California
and I would l~ ike to see development of these safe
energy alternatives such as solar and geothermal
power before resorting to nuclear power.

gyp'<hi

/ Qn 'pQ/~.g

licensed, Diablo will create the nuclear waste problem for
whi.'ch I do not want future generations- to be responsible. We
mu"t take charge and act responsibly .to prevent undeserving
nuclear plants from being license I

,., Qjp~~j. W~c7A)
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nuclear Perulatory Commission
1717 H Street hW
Mash:npton, D.C. 20555

Dear Y~r. %olfe:
1'I

a%~

Qs" gOs +~y)O++

'm sure you ar e aware that the low power te j. hearin . or
the D'ablo Canyon nuclear power plant in San T,o a.
are scheduled. for Yay 19. As a, very concerned c: , am
intensely opposed to Diablo obtaining a "3.ow power test:ng"
license for the following reasons:

The plant is located. 2. 5 miles from the offshore
Hosgri fault line and. o iginally built to wit}.stand
only a 6.5 magnitude ouake on the ~ichte. scale.

2. 1 don't want to see the plan" recieve a low power
testing license when it may never oualify for full
operatinF, capacitv. This would. needlessly contami-
nate the plant and hinder its capability for beinr,
converted to a differert type cf energy acilj.ty i.n
the future.

3. l'o evacuation plans have beer. desin ed for the area
jn the event of a radiation leak potenially possible
even under "low pointer testirc" conditions. Sir.ce

'ivenear the plar.t this factor greatly concerns ~e.

;":rave doubts exist that the ..lar ".'s security system
is adeouate to prevent a sabota™e atte —.."...t. Thi.. is
crucial since Diablo is o".. the ':e." Cna."-t a -~ th>::
easl1v accessiole.

5. '~"e have man resources available h=re ! n California
and 'I would like to see development of ":he"-:. safe
energy alternatives such as solar and "eo".hermal
power before resortinc to nuclear powe"..

if 'icensed, Dia'olo mill create the nuclear waste pro';lcm for
wh'ch s co not want future penerations t~ be resporisib'! e. '~'e

must take charge ard act responsibly to prevent a: ndese. vi. ~
nuclear Giants from Qeinp lice, s-d

Thou sand s are re i y j np on vou "',, o we j rh t"..-- tre~~r- nn o!; s r j c'„-s
that are at stake a»d help tc stop this nucle:. frl3y at
D j ablo!
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nuclear Regulatory Commission .'.,',. ";.Bqt>
1717 H Street b'.W

Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Nr. Wolfe:

8
w ~

qg( I/g
C'a~ateH

~)! I "'g
l'm sure you are a~are that the low power testing h
the Diablo Canyon nuclear power plant in San Luis Obispo, a.
are scheduled. for i>ay 19. As a very concerned. citizen, 3: am
intensely opposed to Diablo obtaining a "low power testing"
license for the following reasons:

1. The plant is located 2. 5 miles from the offshore
Hosgri fault line and. originally built to withstand
only a 6.5 magnitude ouake on the Richter scale.

2. 3: don't want to see t:he plant recieve a low power
'estinglicense when it may never oualify for full

operating capacity. 'his would needlessly. contami-
nate the plant and hinder its capability for being
converted to a different type of energy facility in
the future.

3. Ho evacuat:ion plans have been designed for the area
in the event of a radiation leak potenially possible.
even under "low power testing" conditions. Since I
live near the plant, this factor greatly concerns me.

Grave doubts exist that the plant's securit;y svstem
is adequate to prevent a sabotage attempt. This is
crucial since Diablo is on the '".'est Coast and thus,
easily accessible.

5. We have manv resources available here in California
and l would like to see development, of these safe
energy alternatives such as solar and geothermal
power before resorting to nuclear power.

3:f licensed., Diablo will create the nuclear ;.'aste p. oblem for
which . do not want future generations to be responsible. We
must take charpe and act responsibly to prevent undeserving
nuclear plants from beina; licensed.

Thousands are re3 yirr, on you to weiph the tremendous ri,sks
that are at stake and hei@ to stop t:his nuclea~ fol3y at
Diablo!

Hespectfullv,
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nuclear Regulatory Commission „
1717 H Street bRJ

Mashingtony D C 20555
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Dear i~ir. Molfe:

I'm sure you are aware that the low power testing he or
the Diablo Canyon nuclear power plant in San Luis Obispo, Ca.
are scheduled for Yay 19. As a very concerned. citizen, I am
intensely. opposed. to Diablo obtaining a "low power testing"
license for the following reasons:

1. The plant is located 2.$ miles from the offshore
Hosgri fault line and. oriLinally built to withstand.
only a 6.5 magnitude auake on the Richter scale.

SP
2. I don't want to see the plant recieve a low powy.r

testing license when it may never aualiyy for fu53gff[ /ffj
ooerating capacity. This would needlessly contami,-
nate the plant and hind.er its capability for being"" 0 ™
converted to a different type of energy facil(ty im«~<~«~ "~

~Qthe future.
r~

Vio evacuation plans have been designed for the are~>-
in the event of a radiation leak potenially possibl
even under "low power testing" conditions. Since I
live near the plant, this factor greatly concerns me.

Grave doubts exist that the plant's securitv system
is arlequate to prevent a sabotage attempt. This is
cruci.al since Diablo is on the ';lest Coast and thus,"-
easily accessible.

>le have many resources available here in California
and I would like to see development of these safe
energy alternatives such as solar and geothermal
power before resorting. to nuclear power.

If licensed, Diablo will create the nvclear waste problem for
which I do not want future generations to be responsible. ',~'e

must take charpe and act responsibly to prevent i~ndeservin~
nuclear plants from bet.nr:, licensed.

Thousands are re1yirp; on you to weiph the tremendous risks
that are at stake and help tn stop this nuclear .o13y at
Diat~lo!

"..espectfully, 5o(
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Mr. ~o1Z>, Chairm
U.S. Nuclear Regulat «Commis
1717 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Nr. ~oH':
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As you know, "low power testing" hearings for Diablo Canyon
nuclear power plant in San Luis Obispo, California are scheduled
for May 19th 's a concerned citizen and resident in the area,I am vehemently opposed to Diablo obtaining a license for the
following substantial reasons:

1. The plant is located 2.5 miles f=om the offshore
Hosgri fault line and originally built to with-
stand only a 6.5 magnitude quake on the Richter
scale,

I don'0 want to see the plant recieve a low power
testing license when it may never qualify for full
operating capacity. This would needlessly contami-
nate the plant and hinder its capability for being
converted to a different type of energy facility in
the future.

3. No evacuation plans have been designed for the area
in the event of a radiation leak potentially possible
even under "low power testing" conditions. Since I
live so close to the plant, this factor directly
effects me.

Grave doubts exist that the plant's security
system is adequate to prevent a sabotage attempt.
This is crucial since Diablo is on the West Coast
and thus, easily accessible.

We have many resources available here in California
and I would like to see development of these safe
energy alternatives such as solar and geothermal
power before resorting to nuclear power.

If licensed, Diablo will create the nuclear waste problem for
which I do not want future generations to be responsible. We
must take charge and act responsibly to prevent undeserving
nuclear plants from being licensed'.

C i y.A. ~flam
5hlA. QLPLQ ~lgpO p
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Mr. Mei~,, Chairma
U.S. Nuclear Regulator
1717 H Street, N.W,
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Mr. ~oH':=.
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As you know, "low power testing" hearings for Diablo Canyon
nuclear power plant in San Luis Obispo, California are scheduled
for May 19th. As a concerned citizen and resident in the area,
1 am vehemently opposed to Diablo obtaining a license for the
following substantial reasons:

1. The plant is located 2.5 miles f."om the offshore
'Hosgri faulf line and originally built to with-

stand only a 6.5 magnitude quake on the Richter
scale.

I don'0 want to see the plant recieve a low power
testing license when it may never qualify for full
operating capacity. This would needlessly contami-
nate the plant and hinder its capability for being
converted to a different type of energy facility in
the future.

3. No evacuation plans have been designed for the area
in the event of a radiation leak potentially possible
even under "low power testing" conditions. Since I
live so close to the plant, this factor directlyeffects'e.
Grave doubts exist that the plant's security
system is adequate to prevent a sabotage attempt.
This is crucial since Diablo is on the West Coast
and thus, easily accessible.

5, We have many resources available here in California
and I would like to see development of these safe
energy alternatives such as solar and.geothermal
power before resorting to nuclear power.

If licensed, Diablo will create the nuclear waste problem for
which I do not want future generations to be responsible. We
must take charge and act responsibly to prevent undeserving
nuclear plants from being licensed.'
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May 18, 1981

Mr. ~ok~>, Chairman
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
1717 H Street, N.N.
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Mr. ~oH':
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As you know, "low power testing" hearings f'r Diablo Canyon
nuclear power plant in San Luis Obispo, California are scheduled
for Nay 19th 's a concerned citizen and resident in the area,I am vehemently opposed to Diablo obtaining a license for the
following substantial reasons:

1. The plant is located 2.5 miles f-.om the offshore
Hosgri fault line and originally built to with-
stand only a 6.5 magnitude quake on the Richter
scale.

I don'0 want to see the plant recieve a low power
testing license when it may never qualify for full
operating capacity. This would needlessly contami-
nate the plant and hinder its capability for being
converted to a different type of energy facility in
the future.

3. No evacuation plans have been designed for the area
in the event of a radiation leak potentially possible
even under "low power testing" conditions. Since I
live so close to the plant, this factor directly
ef'fects'e.
Grave doubts exist that the plant's security
system is adequate to prevent a sabotage attempt.
This is crucial since Diablo is on the Nest Coast
and thus, easily accessible.

Ne have many resources available here in Calif'ornia
and I would like to see development of these safe
energy alternatives such as solar and geothermal
power before resorting to nuclear power.

If licensed, Diablo will create the nuclear waste problem for
which I do not want future generations to be responsible. Ne
must take charge and act responsibly to prevent undeserving
nuclear plants from being licensed,





Mr. ~c l~, Chairman
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
1717 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Mr. ~oH"..
As you know, "low power testing" hearings for Diablo Canyon
nuclear power plant in San Luis Obispo, California are scheduled
for May 1/th. As a concerned citizen and resident in the area,
I am vehemently opposed to Diablo obtaining a license for the
following substantial reasons:

l. The plant is located 2.5 miles f:.om the offshore
Hosgri fault line and originally built to with-
stand only a 6.5 magnitude quake on the Richter
scale.

g.. I don'0 want to see the plant recieve a low power
testing license when it may never qualify for full
operating capacity. This would needlessly contami-
nate the plant and hinder its capability for being
converted to a different type of energy facility in
the future.

3. No evacuation plans have been designed. for the area
in the event of a radiation leak potentially possible
even under "low power testing" conditions. Since I
live so close to the plant, this factor directlyeffects'e.
Grave doubts exist that the plant's security
system is adequate to prevent a sabotage attempt.
This is crucial since Diablo is on the West Coast
and thus, easily accessible.

We have many resources available here in California
and I would like to see development of these safe
energy alternatives such as solar and geothermal
power before resorting to nuclear power.

If licensed, Diablo will create the nuclear waste problem for
which I do not want future generations to be responsible. We
must take charge and act responsibly to ~ deserving
nuclear plants from being licensed' ~ cy
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Mr. M~ )W Chairman c„
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
1717 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D„C. 20555

Dear Mr. t'&o L~~
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As you know, "low power testing" hearings for Diablo Canyon
nuclear power plant in San Luis Obispo, California are scheduled
for May 1/th. As a concerned citizen and resident in the area,
I am vehemently opposed to Diablo obtaining a, license for the
following substantial reasons:

l. The plant is locat'ed 2.5 miles from the offshore
Hosgri faul line and originally built Co with-
stand only. a 6.5 magnitude quake on the Richter "

scale. '

don'0 want to see the plant recieve a low power
testing license when it may never qualify for full
operating capacity.. This-would needlessly contami-
nate the plant and hinder its capability for being
converted to..a different type of energy facility. in
the future.;-

3. No evacuation plans have .been designed for the area.
in the event of a radiation leak potentially. possible
even under "low power testing" conditions. Si'nce I
live so close to the plant, this factor directly
effects me.

,."f, Grave doubts exist that the plant's security
system is adequate to prevent a sabotage attempt.
This is crucial since Diablo is on the West Coast
and thus,- easily accessible.

We have many resources available here in California
and I would 3.ike to see development of these safe

- energy alternatives such as solar and geothermal
power before resorting to nuclear power.

If licensed, Diablo will create the nuclear waste problem for-
which I do not want future generations to be responsible. We

must take charge and act responsibly to prevent undeserving
nuclear plants from being licensed.
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Mr. ~~ ~t= Chairman
U. S. NUclear Regulatory Commission
1717 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C.. 20555
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Dear Mr. Wo ~W>'-

As you know, "low power testing" hearings for Diablo Canyon
nuclear power plant in San Luis Obispo, California are scheduled
for May 1gthe As a concerned citizen and resident in the area,I am vehemently opposed to Diablo obtaining a license for the
following substantial reasons:

1. The plant is located 2.5 miles fvom the offshore
Hosgri faulf', line and origiaally built to"with-
stand only a 6.5 magnitude quake on the richter
scale.

I don't want to see the plant recieve a low power
testing license when it may never qualify for full
operating capacity, This would needlessly contami-
nate the plant and hinder its capability for being
converted to a different type of energy facility in
the future.
No evacuation plans have been designed for the area
in the event of a radiation leak potentially possible
even under-"low--power testing" 'conditions. Since I
live so close to the plant, this factor directly
effects me.

Grave doubts exist that the plant's security
system is adequate to prevent a sabotage attempt.
This is crucial since Diablo is on the West Coast
and thus, easily accessible.

We have many resources'vailable here in California
and I would like to see development of these safe
energy alternatives such as solar and geothermal
power before resorting to nuclear power.

If licensed, Diablo will create the nuclear waste problem for
which I do not want future generations to be responsible. We
must take charge and act responsibly ~vent undeserving
nuclear plants from being licensed'8~
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Nuclear Fegulatory Commissio.
1717 H Street Nvl
'»lashington, D.C. 20555
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Dear i1r. t1olfy:

cg

I'm sure you are aware that th~ r<.hestinp h
the Diablo Canyon nuclear powe~ pH~t'-i-i San Luis Obi
are scheduled for Yay 19. As a very concerned. citizen,
intensely opposed to Diablo obtaining a "low power testing"
license for the followine reasons:

1. The plant is located 2.5 miles from the offshore
Hosgri fault line and. originally built to withstand
only a 6.5 magnitude ouake on the Richter scale.

2. I don'0 want to see the plant recieve a low power
testing license when it may never oualify for full
operating capacity. This would needlessly contami-
nate the plant and hinder its capability for being
converted to a d.ifferent type of energy facilitv in
the future.

3. lto evacuation plans have been designed. for the area
in the event of a rad.iation leak potenially possible
even under "low power testing" conditions. Since I
live near the plant, this factor greatly concerns me.

Grave doubts exi.-t that the plant's security system
is adequate to prevent a sabotage attempt. This is
crucial since Diablo is on the 'ri..st Coa t and thus,
easily accessible.

5. >le have many resources available here in California
and. I would like to see development of these sa;e
ererpy alternatives such as solar and geothermal
power before resorting to nuclear power.

If licensed, Diablo will create the nuclear waste problem for
which I do not want future generations to be responsible. Me
must take charge and act responsibly to prevent undeservin~
nuclear pla..ts from beina. licensed.

Thousands are relying on vou to weiph the tremendous risks
that are at stake and help to stop this nuclear folly at
Diablo!

"IRQA
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Nuclear Pegulatory Commission
1717 H Street N|J
'dashington, D.C. 20555

1. The plant is located 2.5 miles from the offshore
Hosgri fault line and. originallv built to withstand
only a 6.5 magnitude quake on the Hichter scale.

2. I don't want to see the plant recieve a low power
testing license when it may never qualify for full
operating capacity. This would needlessly contami-
nate the plant and hinder its capability for being
converted to a'ifferent type of energy facility in
the future.

Dear iir. @olfe:

I'm sure you are aware that the low power esting hearings for
the D'ablo Canyon nuclear power plant in San Luis Obispo, Ca.
are scheduled. for Yay 1.9. As a very concerned. citizen, I am
intensely opposed to Diablo obtai.ning a "low power testing"
license for t;he following reasons:

bio evacuation plans have been designed for the area
in the event of a radiation leak potenially possible
even under "low power testing" conditions. Since I
live near the plant, this factor g eatly corcerns me.

Grave doubts exist 'that the plant''s security system
is adequate to prevent a sabotage;e attempt. This is
crucial since Diablo is on the ''..st Coast and thus,
easily accessible.

5. >le have manv resources available here in California
and I would like to see development of these safe
erergy alternatives such as solar and qeothermal
power before resorting to nuclear power.

If licensed, Diablo will create the nuclear waste problem for
which I do not want future generations to be responsible. Me
must take charpe and act responsibly to prevent undeserving
nuclear plants from bein~ licensed.

Thousands are re3ying on you to weigh the
that are at stake and. help to stop this r
Diablo!

cg sks
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nuclear Fegulatory Commissi . l',le<'7 19Slk
1717 H Street N>l
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Dear Nr. Violfe:
v

I'm sure you are aware that the low power testin~ hearings for
the Diablo Canyon nuclear oower plant in San Luis Obispo, Ca.
are scheduled. for Yay 19. As a very concerned citizen, I am
intensely opposed to Diablo obtaining a "low power testing"
license for the following reasons:

1. The plant is located 2.5 miles from the offshore
Hosgri fault line and. originally built to withstand.
only a 6.5 magnitude ouake on the Richter scale.

2. I don't want to see the plant recieve a low power
testing license when it may never qualify for full
operating capacity. This would needlesslv contami-
nate the plant and hinder its capability for being;
converted to a different type of energy facility in
the future.

3. tlo evacuation plans have been designed for the area
in the event of a radiation leak potenially possible
even under "low power testing" conditions. Since I
live near the plant, this factor greatly corcerns me.

"rave doubts exist that the plant's security system
is adequate to prevent a sabotage attempt. This is
crucial since Diablo is on the ''est Coast: and thus,
easily accessible.

5. 'k'e have many resources available here in California
and. I would like to see development of these. safe
e..er ~y alternatives such as solar anL geothermal
power before resorting to nuclear power.

If licensed., Diablo will create the nuclear waste problem for
which I do not want future generations to be responsible. 4e
must, take charF;e and act responsibly to prevent undeserving
nuclear plants from being licensed.

Thousands are relying on vou to weil.h the tremendous risk
that are at stake and helm to stop this nuclear folly at
Diablo!

=.espectf«lly,

Be~i s teren. Jo te.
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~ ~ ~a-Nuclear Pemlatory Commission--
~ya7 V. Street Wt
Mashington, D.C. 20555 Office of the Seabank
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Dear Nr. %olfe: BfGllc

/

I'm sure you are aware that the lo 'sting hearings for
the D ablo Canyon nuclear power plant in San Luis Obispo, Ca.
are scheduled. for Nay 19. As a very concerned citizen, I am
intensely opposed to Diablo obtaining a "low power testing"
license for the following reasons:

|. The plant is located. 2. 5 miles from the offshore
Hosgri fault line and. originally built to withstand.
only a,6. 5 magnitude ouake on the Richter scale.

/
2. I don't want to see the plant recieve a low power

testing license when it may never oualify for full
operating capacity. This would needlesslv contami-
nate the plant and hinder its capability for being
converted to a d.ifferent type of energy facility in
the future.
No evacuation plans have been designed for the area
in the event of a radiation leak potenially possible
even under "low power testing" conditions. Since I
live near the plant, this factor preatly concerns me.

Grave cLouhts exist that the plant's security system
is adequate to prevent a sabotage attempt. This is
crucial since Diablo is on the 'r.'est Coast and thus,
easily accessible.

5. >le have many resources available here in California
and. I would like to see development of these afe
energy alternatives such as solar and geo".hermal
power before resorting to nuclea. power.

If licensed, Diablo will create the nuclear waste problem for
which I do not want future generations to be responsible. Me
must take charge and act responsibly to prevent undeserving
nuclear plants from being licensed.

Thousands are relying on you to weiph the tremendous risk.,
that are at stake and help to stop this nuclear folly at
Diablo!

J
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0
Mr. Mc a g, Chairman ~~ cP

U. S . Nuclear Regulatory C ommi s si o
1717 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C., 20555

'I

Dear Nr . ~ a~P
>

As you know, "low power testing" hearings for Diablo Canyon
nuclear power plant in San Luis Obispo, California are scheduled
for May 1/th. As a concerned citizen .and resident in th ea,
I am 'vehemently opposed to Diablo obtaining a license
following substantial reasons:

1. The plant is located 2.5 miles fvom the of8+pop
Hosgri faulC line and originally built to i~th- 0
stand only a 6.5 magnitude quake on the 8'chteFVL 09 198f~
scale,. lGa. mama ~~
I don't want to see the plant recieve a low ty, per
testing license when it may never qualify fo /SANoperating capacity. This would needlessly con

. nate the plant and hinder its capability for being
converted to a different typ'e of energy facility in
the future.

3. No evacuation plans have been designed for the area
in the event of a radiation leak potentially possible.
even under "low power testing" conditions. Since I
live so close to the plant, this factor directly
effects me.

Grave doubts exist that the plant's security
system is adequate to prevent a sabotage attempt.
This is crucial since Diablo is on the West Coast
and thus, easily accessible.

We have many resources'vailable here in California
and I would 3.ike to see development of these safe
energy alternatives such as solar and geothermal
power before resorting to nuclear power.

If licensed, Diablo will create the nuclear waste problem for
which l do not want future generations to be responsible. We
must take charge and. act responsibly to prevent undeserving
nuclear plants from being licensedt ~o$

$ ((ll

. +O., CA. yy
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May 18, 1981

Mr. Mc Lt= . Chairman
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
1717 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D;C. 20555

C ommz

JUL 09 1981~
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Dear Mr. Mope
As you know, "low power testing" hbb

''
g Diablo Canyon

nuclear power plant .in San Luis Obispo, alifornia are scheduledfor May 19th. As a concerned citizen and resident in the area,I am vehemently opposed to Diablo obtaining a license for the
following substantial reasons:

s

1. The plant is located 2.5 miles f"om the offshore
Hosgri faulf: line,and orig&nally built to with-
stand only a 6.5 magnitude quake on the Richter *

scale.

I don'0 want to see the plant recieve a low power
testing license when it may never 'qualify for full
operating capacity. This would needlessly contami-
nate the plant and hinder its capability for being
converted to a different type of energy facility in
the future..

3. No evacuation plans have been designed for the area
in the event 'of a radiation leak potentially- possiM.e..
even under "low power testing" conditions. Since Ilive so close to the plant, this factor directly
effects me.

Grave doubts exist that the plant's security
system is adequate to prevent a sabotage

attempt.'hisis crucial since Diablo is on the West..Coast.
and thus, easil~ accessible.

We have many resources available here in California
and I would 3.ike to see development of these safe
energy alternatives such as solar and geothermal
power before resorting to nuclear power.

If licensed, Diablo will create the nuclear waste-problem-for-
which I do not want future generations to be responsible. We
must take charge and act responsibly to prevent undeserving
nuclear plants from being licensed.
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Mr . KO I 0, Cha ag
U.-S;- Niclear Regul 4g'Ft
1717 H Street,, N. W.
Washington, D.C.. 20555

Dear Mr. Gag't:4-;:

sion

As you know, "low power testing" hearings for Diablo Canyon
nuclear power plant in San Luis Obispo, California are scheduled
for"May--,1)th;- As- a -concerned-.citizen,and..resident..in the .area,
I am vehemently opposed to Diablo obtaining a license for the
following substantial reasons:

l. The plant is located 2.5 miles from the offshore
Hosgri faul4 line and originally built to"with-
stand only a 6.5 magnitude quake on the richter
scale'.

I don't want to see the plant recieve a low power
testing license when it may never qualify for full
operating capacity. This would needlessly contami-
nate the plant and hinder its capability for being
converted to.a different type of energy facility in
the future.

3.-- No. evacuation plans have-been designed for. the area
in the- event of a radiation leak potentially possible.
even under. "low power testing". conditions. Since I
live so close to the plant', this factor directly

'effects me.

"-f. Grave doubts exist that the plant's security
system is. adequate to prevent a sabotage attempt.
This is crucial since Diablo is .on the West Coast
and thus, easily accessible.

5, We have many resources'vailable here in California
and I would like to see development of these safe
energy alternatives such as solar and geothermal
power before resorting to nuclear power.

lf licensed.; Diablo will create the nuclear waste problem for
which I do'ot want-future generations to be-.responsible. We

;:iust take charge and. act responsibly to prevent undeserving
nuclear plants from being licensed'
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Mr. ~ f W Chairman !
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U.S; Nuclear Regula:atory. n - '...„. ~~~~gggtatf
1717 H Street, N.W. ~ -)'.qg 8 S

Washington, D.C. 20555 " ~net\

Q/
Dear Mr.

As you know, "low power testing" hearings for Diablo Canyon
nuclear power plant in San Luis Obispo, California are scheduledf'r May 1/th. As a concerned citizen and resident in the area,
I am vehemently opposed to Diablo obtaining a license for the
following substantial reasons:

1. The plant is locat'ed 2.5 miles fvom the offshore
Hosgri faulC line and originally built Co with-
stand. only a 6.5 magnitude quake on the Richter

'cale..

I don't want to see the plant recieve a low power
testing license when it may never qualify for full
operating capacity. This would needlessly contami-

. nate the plant and hinder its capability. for being..
converted to a different type of energy facility in
the future;

3.'o=.evacuation plans have been designed for the area
in--the event'of a radiation leak potentially possible.
even-under:="low.-;-power. testing""conditions... Since:=-I
live so close to the plant, this factor directly
effects me.

Grave doubts exist that the plant's security
system is adequate to prevent a sabotage attempt.
This is crucial since Diablo is on the West Coast-
and thus, easily accessible;;:.

5, We have many resources available here in California
and I would 1ike to see development of these safe
energy alternatives such as solar and geothermal
power before resorting to nuclear p'ower.

If 'licensed,- Diablo will create -the nuclear=- waste problem-for
which I do not want future generations to be responsible. Y,e

must take charge and act xesponsibl'y to prevent undeserving
nuclear plants from being licensed.

!9 q)~
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Mr. ~ok~, Cna'man
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
1717 H Street, V.>".
Nashington, D. C. 20555

Dear Nr ~oH':

)t)bN ~Q<
Q~~~
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As you know, "low po~er testing" hearings for Diablo Canyon
nuclear power plant in San Luis Obispo, California are scheduled
for Yiay 19th. As a concerned citizen and resident in the area,I am vehemently opposed to Diablo obtaining a license for the
following substantial reasons:

l. The plant is located 2.5 miles f"om the offshore
Hosgri fault line and originally built to with-
stand only a 6,5 magnitude quake on the Richter
scale.

2.. I don't want to see the plant recieve a low power
testing license when it may never qualify for full
operating capacity. This would needlessly contami-
nate the plant and hinder its capability for being
converted to a different type of energy fac'lity in
the future.

3. No evacuation-plus-k~ve.,been. designed for the area
in the event of a radiation leak potentially possible
even under "low power testing" conditions. Since ITive'o close to 'the plant, this factor directly
effects me.

"f. Grave doubts exist that the plant's security
system is adequate to prevent a sabotage attempt.
This is crucial since Diablo is on the Nest Coast
and thus, easily accessible.

5, Ne have many resources available here in California
and I would 1ike to see development of these safe
energy alternatives such as solar and geothermal
power before resorting to nuclear power.

If licensed, Diablo will create'the nuclear waste problem for
which I do not want future generations to be responsible. Ne
must take charge and act responsibly to prevent undeserving
nuclear plants from being licensedt
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Kr. ~oh~, Chairman
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory
1717 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C, 20555

Dear Nr. ~~H':

Commission

cg

As you know, "low power testing" hearings for Diablo Canyon
nuclear power plant in San Luis Obispo, California are scheduled
for iY~ay 19th. As a concerned citizen and resident in the area,I am vehemently opposed to Diablo obtaining a license for the
following substantial reasons:

1. The plant is located 2.5 miles f"om the offshore
Hosgri fault line and originally built to with-
stand only a 6.5 magnitude quake on the Richter
scale.

don't want to see the plant recieve a low power
testing license when it may never qualify for full
operating capacity. This would needlessly contami-
nate the plant and hinder its capability for being
converted to a different type of energy facility 'n
the future.

3. Yo evacuation ='a.".s"have been designed for The area
in the event of a radiation leak potentially possible
even, under "low power testing" conditions. Since 1
live 'so close to the plant, this factor directly
effects me.

f. Grave doubts exist that the plant's security
system is adequate to prevent a sabotage attempt.
This is crucial since Diablo is on the West Coast
and thus, easily accessible.

5, We have many resources available here in California
and l would like to see development of these safe
energy alternatives such as solar and geothermal
power before resorting to nuclear power.

Zf licensed, Diablo will create he nuclear waste problem for
which Z do not want future generations to be responsible. We
must take charge and act responsibly to prevent undeserving
nuclear plants from being licensed!
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May 18, 1981

Zr. ~~ L.~ Chairman
U.S. Miclear Regulatory Coinmission"
1717 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Mr. vJoKF,

Ol
MAY 27 ~gg~>

s~ <a~~'<Pffft of Se.

Staach

As you know, "low power, testing" hearings for Diablo Canyon
nuclear power plant 'in San Luis Obispo, California are'cheduled
fo'r May 1oth; As a concerned citizen.and resident-in the area,
I am vehemently opposed to Diablo obtaining a license for the
following substantial reasons:

~

~

~l. The plant is located 2.5 miles from the offshore
Hosgri faulf,line and originally built to"with-
stand only a 6.5 magnitude quake on the Etichter
scale.

I don'0 want to see the plant recieve a low power
testing license when it may never qualify for full
operating capacity. This would needlessly contami-
nate the plant and hinder its capability for being
converted to.a different type'f energy facility in
the future.

3. No evacuation plans have been designed for the area .

in the event of. a radiation leak potentially possible
even -under "low-.power testing" conditions.

~~5~~ this factor Mrs~effects me. '+~ <~ 5~~
Grave doubts exist that the plant's security
system is adequate to prevent a sabotage attempt.
This is. crucial since Diablo is on the West Coast
and ahus, easily accessible. C+ dg~ SaLscty)

e have many resources available here in California
nd I would like to see development of these safe

energy alternatives such as solar and geothermal
power before resorting to nuclear power.

lf licensed, Diablo will create the nuclear waste problem for
which I do not want future generations to be responsible. We

must i;ake charge and act responsibly to prevent undeserving
nuc'ar plants from being licensed',
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i'Iay 18, 1981

Nuclear Pe~latory Commissi,
1717 H Street Af
Mashington, D.C. 20555

Dear Nr. Wolfe:

98
" "': of the Secretary

,iaZ Z Service

~rane''m

sure you are aware that the low power testinp hearings for
the Diablo Canyon nuclear power plant in San Luis Obispo, Ca.
are scheduled for Yay 19. As a very concerned. citizen, I am
intensely opposed to Diablo obtaining a "low power testing"
license for t:he following reasons:

1. The plant is located, 2.5 miles from the offshore
Hosgri fault line and. originally built to withstand.
only a 6.5 magnitude quake on the Richter scale.

2. I don't want to see the plant recieve a low power
testing license when it may never qualify for full '.
operating capacity. This would. needlessly contami-
nate the plant and hinder its capability for being
converted to a d.ifferent type of energy facility in
the future.

No evacuat:ion pl'ans have been designed for the area
in the event of a radiation leak potenially possible
even under "low power testing" conditions. Since I
live near the plant, this factor preatly concerns me.

Grave d.oubt;s exist that the plant's security svstem
is adequate to prevent a sabotage attempt. This is
crucial since Diablo is on the ':.'est Coast and thus,
easilv accessible.,

5. >le have many resources availeble here i.n California
and, I would like to see development of these sa.e
energy alternatives such as solar and peothermal
power before resorting to nuclear power.

If licensed., Diablo will create the nyclear waste p. oblem for
which l 0o not want future generations to be responsible. Me
must take charpe and act responsibly to prevent arndeservin~.
nuclear plants from being licensed.

Thousands are relying on you to»eiph 0he tremendous s risks
that are at stake and helo to stop t;his nuclear fol'3y at
Diablo!

~ espeetf«lly,
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i!ay 18, 1981

Nuclear P e julat or v Commis" ion
17'7 H Street N>l

Washington, D. C. 20555

Dear Nr. L4olfe:

~ !

7 tost>
t",8 Sxretuy

'ervice
,Q

I'm sure you are aware that the low power testing hearings for
the Diablo Canyon nuclear power plant in San Luis Obispo, Ca.
are scheduled for Yay 19. As a very concerned citizen, I am
intensely opposed to Diablo obtaining a "low power testing"
license for the following reasons:

1. The plant is located 2.5 miles from the offshore
Hosgri fault line and originally built to withstand
only a 6.5 magnitude quake on the Richter scale.

2. I don't want to see the plant recieve a low power
testing license when it may never qualify for full
operating capacity. This would needlessly contami-
nate the plant and hinder its capability for being
converted to a different type of energy facilitv in
the future.

3. No evac»at:ion plans have been designed for the area
in the event of a radiation leak potenially possible
even under "low power t;esting" conditions. Sirce I
1've near the plant, this factor greatly concerns me.

Crave doubts exist that t;he plant'"- security system
is adequate to prevent a sabotage attempt. This is
crucial since D'blo i" on the '~.'..st Coarct and thus,
easily accessible.

5. ate have many resources available here in California
and I would like to see development of the e safe
energy alternatives such as solar and geothermal
power bef'ore resorting to nuclear powe..

If licensed, Diablo will create the nuclear waste problem for
which I do not want future renerations to be responsible. >'e
must take charge and act responsibly to prevent undeserving
nuclear plants from be ing licensed .

Thousands are relvirg on you to weigh the tremendous risks
that are at stake and help to stop this nuclear folly at
Di ablo!

!?espec f»11v,





May 18, 1981

Mr. ~oiZ, Chairman
U.S. NUclear Regulatory
1717 H Street, N.W,
Washington, D.C. 205/5

Dear Mr. ~oLf':

Commi M,or~.~~~eZ
gg

gc<3 t 0
) ~ hW> '~ cycle@~"j

Rs you know, "low power testing" hearings f'r'iablo Canyon
nuclear power plant in San Luis Obispo, California are scheduled
for May 19th. As a concerned citizen and resident in the area,I am vehemently opposed to Diablo obtaining a license for the
f'ollowing substantial reasons:

1. The plant is located 2.5 miles fvom the offshore
Hosgri fault, line and originally built to with-
stand only a 6.5 magnitude quake on the Richter
scale.

1. I don'0 want to see the plant recieve a low power
testing license when it may never qualify for full
operating capacity. This would needlessly contami-
nate the plant and hinder its capability for being
converted to a different type of energy facility in
the future.

3. No evacuation plans have been designed for the area
in the event of a radiation leak potentially possible
even under "low power testing" conditions. Since I
live so close to the plant, this 'factor directly
ffects me.

Grave doubts exist that the plant's security
system is adequate to prevent a sabotage attempt.
This is crucial since Diablo is on the West Coast
and thus, easily accessible.

We have many resources available here in California
and I would like to see development of these saf'e
energy alternatives such as solar and geothermal
power bed ore re'sorting to nuclear power.

If licensed, Diablo will create the nuclear waste problem for
which I do not want future generations to be responsible. We
must take- charge and act responsibly to prevent undeserving
nuclear plants from being licensed,'y9
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Mr. ~c1~, 'hairman
U.S. Nuclear Regulatd~~g
1717 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20555

ion

1. The plant is located 2.5 miles f.".om the offshore
Hosgri fault line and originally built to with-
stand only a 6.5 magnitude quake on the Richter
scale.

QAygp ]9
6 <moor

Do~ '~Wry
Ittg g, o,t "
!!t8t;.5Dear Nr. ~oH': .

VAs you know, "low power testing" hearings ~ diablo Canyon
nuclear power plant in San Luis Obispo, California are scheduled
for Yiay 19th. As a concerned citizen and resident in the area,i am vehemently opposed to Diablo obtaining a license for the
following substantial reasons:

don'0 want to see the plant recieve a low power
testing license when it may never qualify for full
operating capacity. This would needlessly contami-
nate the plant and hinder its capability for being
converted to a different type of energy facility in
the future.

3. No evacuation plans have been designed for the area
in the event of a radiation leak potentially possible
even under "low power testing" conditions. Since I
live so close to the plant, this factor directlyeffects'e.
Grave doubts exist that, the plant's security
system is adequate to prevent a sabotage attempt.

, This is crucial since Diablo is on the West Coast
and thus, easily accessible.

5, We have many resources available here in California
and l would like to see development of these safe
energy alternatives such as solar and geothermal
power before resorting to nuclear power.

Xf licensed, Diablo will create the nuclear waste problem for
which l do not want future generations to be responsible. Wte

must take charge and act responsibly to prevent undeserving
nuclear plants from being licensed 1
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1915 Emerson
Santa Brabara, CA 93101

Mr. Wolfe
United States Nuclear
Regulatory Commission

1717 H Street, NW

Washington, DC 20555

Dear Mr. Wolfe:

Ãr
Qcgc (-

USi~'RG
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gy:I;cling 5 Septic

Stanch aS'

would just like to let you know that I oppose any
nuclear power plant that may be close to my home.

To have a nuclear power plant anywhere in the world,
would be too close to .my home.

Just put my letter with the others that are against
nuclear power.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

WcQ
Peggy Biscay

a 10 year Santa Barbara resident ~~L 09 1ing~ ~
W )czzgg egg~
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Mr ~ ~al~, Chairman
U.S. NUclear Regulatory.
1717 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20555

Commission

Dear Mr. ~oH';
As you know, "low power testing" hearings for Diablo Can@
nuclear power plant in San Luis Obispo, California are sche u ed
for May 1<th. As a concerned citizen and resident in the area,
I am vehemently opposed to Diablo obtaining a license for the
following substantial reasons:

l. The plant is located 2.5 miles f"om the offshore
Hosgri fault line and originally built to with-
stand only a 6.5 magnitude quake on the Richter
scale.

I 'don't want to see the plant recieve a low power
testing license when it may never qualify for full
operating capacity. This would needlessly contami-
nate the plant and hinder its capability for being
converted to a different type of energy facility in
the future.

3. No evacuation plans have been designed for-the area
in the event of a radiation leak potentially possible
even under "low power testing" conditions. Since I
live so close to the plant, this factor directly
effects me.

Grave doubts exist that the plant's security
system is adequate to prevent a.sabotage attempt.
This is crucial since Diablo is on the West Coast
and thus, easily accessible.

We have many resources available here in California Q
and I would like to see development of these safe
energy alternatiues such as solar and geothermal Q ~g P +
power before resorting to nuclear power.

If licensed, Diablo will create the nuclear waste problem for
which I do not want future generations to be responsible. We
must take charge and act responsibly to prevent undeserving
nuclear plants from being licensed'.
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May 18, 1981

Mr. 4) o l 5 -, Chairman
U.S. NUclear Regulatory Commissio'n
1717 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20555

'

Dear Mr.
4)o~~-'s

you know, "low power testing" hearings for Dia on
nuclear power plant in San Luis Obispo, California are scheduled
for May 1/th. As a concerned citizen .and resident in the area,I am vehemently opposed to Diablo obtaining a license for the
following substantial reasons:

l. The plant is located 2.5 miles fvom the offshore
Hosgri- faulh.line and original.ly built to with-
stand only a 6.5.magnitude quake on the richter
scale.

I don't want to see the plant recieve a low power
testing license when it may never qualify for full
operating capacity. This would needlessly contami-

, nate the plant and hinder its capability for being
converted to .a different type -of energy facility in
the future.

3.= ¹ evacuation-plans have been designed for- the area
in the event of a radiation leak potentially possible
even-under -"low=power testing".-conditions.. Since-I
live so close to the plant, this factor directly
effects me.

"-f. Grave doubts exist that the plant's security
system is adequate to prevent a s'abotage attempt.
This is crucial since Diablo is on the West Coast
and thus, easily accessible.-

We have many resources'vailable here in California
and I would 3.ike to see development of these safe
energy alternatives such as solar and geothermal
power before resorting to nuclear power.

If licensed,. Diablo wil3 .create the nuclear, waste problem- for
which I do not want future generations to be responsible. We
must take charge and act responsibly to prevent undeserving
nuclear plants from being licensed)

9/1(3
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May y8, ].983.

Mr. ~oi , , Chairman
U.s. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 6
1717 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C, 20555

~oQatj Qt K18
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Dear Mr. ~oH';
4/"

As you know, "low power testing" hearings for Diablo C
nuclear power plant in San Luis Obispo, California are scheduledf'r May 19th. As a concerned citizen and resident in the area,I am vehemently opposed to Diablo obtaining a license for the
following substantial reasons:

1. The plant is located 2.5 miles f-om the offshore
Hosgri fault line and originally built to with-
stand only a 6.5 magnitude quake on the Richter
scale.

I don'0 want to see the plant recieve a low power
testing license when it may never qualify for full
operating capacity. This would needlessly contami-
nate the plant and hinder its capability for being
converted to a different type of energy facility in
the f'uture.

3. No evacuation plans have been designed for the area
in the event of a radiation leak potentially possible
even under "low power testing" conditions. Since I
live so close to the plant, this factor directly
eff'ects'e.

"f. Grave doubts exist that'the plant's security
system is adequate to prevent a sabotage attempt.
This is crucial since Diablo is on the West Coast
and thus, easily accessible.

5, We have many resources available hexe in California
and I would 3.ike to see development of'hese saf'e
energy alternatives such as solar and geothermal
power before resorting to nuclear power.

If licensed, Diablo will create the nuclear waste problem for
which I do not want future generations to be responsible. We
must take charge and act responsibly to prevent undeserving
nuclear plants from being licensedI
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May 18, 1981

Mr. ~ ok~, Chairman
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
1717 H Street, N.W,
Washington, D.C. 20555
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Commission ~
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Dear Nr. ~oH':. '4

As you know, "low power testing" hearings for Diablo Canyo
nuclear power plant in San Luis Obispo, California are scheduled
for May 19th. As a concerned citizen and resident in the area,
I am iehemently opposed to Diablo obtaining a license for the
following substantial reasons:

1. The plant is located 2.5 miles f-om the offshore
'Hosgri fault line and originally built to with-
stand only a 6.5 magnitude quake on the Richter
scale.

1. I don'0 want to see the plant recieve a low power
testing license when it may never qualify for full
operating capacity. This would needlessly contami-
nate the plant and hinder its capability for being
converted to a different type of energy facility in
the future.

3. No evacuation plans have been designed for the area
in the event of a radiation leak potentially possible
even under "low power testing" conditions. Since I
live so close to the plant, this factor directly
effects me.

Grave doubts exist that the plant's security
system is adequate to prevent a sabotage attempt.
This is crucial since Diablo is on the West Coast
and thus, easily accessible.

We have many resources available here in California
and l would like to see development of these safe
energy alternatives such as solar and geothermal
power before resorting to nuclear power,

If licensed, Diablo will create the nuclear waste problem for
which I do not want future generations to be responsible. We
must take charge and act responsibly to prevent undeserving
nuclear plants from being licensed.
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Nuclear Pepulatory Commission
1717 H Street Al
Washington, D.C. 20555

1

Dear Nr. Wolfe:

I'm sure you are aware that the low power testing hearings for
t;he D'ablo Canyon nuclear power plant i,n San Luis Obispo, Ca.
are scheduled. for Yay 19. As a very concerned citizen, I am
intensely opposed to Diablo obtaining a "low power testing"
license for the foll.owing reasons:

The plant is located 2. 5 miles from the offshore
Hosgri fault line and originally built: to withstand.
only a 6.5 magnitude quake on the Richter scale.

2. I don't want to see the plant; recieve a low power
testing license when it may never qualify for full
operating capacity. This would needlessly contami-
nate the plant and hinder its capability for being
converted to a different type of energy facilitv in
the future.

3. t'o evacuation plans have been designed for the area
in the event of a radiation leak potenially possible
even under "low power test;ing" conditions. Since I
live near the plant, this factor greatly cor.cerns me.

4. Grave doubts exist that the plant;'s security svstem
is adequate to prevent a sabotage at:tempt. This is
crucial since Diablo is on the '~.'est Coast and thus,
easily accessible.

5. We have many resources available here in California
and I would like to see developme..t of these safe
energy alternatives such as solar and geothermal
power before resorting to nuclear power.

If'icensed, Diablo will create the nuclear waste nrot
which I do not want; future generations tn be respons
must take charge and act responsibly to prevent und.
r.uclear plants from beinv licensed.

Thousands are re3yinr.-" on you .to weipeh the tremendoi,'s rj sw~ t88j~
that are at stake and he1.p to stop t'his nuc1ea.r fol aL~~~geeegg
Diablot
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'lay 18, 1981

nuclear Hemlatory Commission
1717 H Street N>J

'<la h'.npton, D.C. 20555

Dear ~i':r. 'wolfe:
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I'm sure you are aware that the low power testing hearings for
the Diablo Canyon nuclear power plant in San Luis Obispo, Ca.
are scheduled for Yay 19. As a very concerned. citizen, E am
intensely opposed. to Diablo obtaining a "low power testing"
license for t;he followine reasons:

1. The plant is located 2. 5 miles from the offshore
Hosgri fault line and. originally built'o withst;and.
only a 6.5 magnitude quake on the Richter scale.

2. l don't want to see the plant recieve a low power
testing license when it may never qualify for full
operating capacity. This would needlessly contami-
nate the plant and hinder its capability for being
converted to a different type of energy facili'ty in
the future.

Ko evacuation plans have been desi~ied for the area
in the event of a rad.iation leak potenially possible
even und.er "low power testing" conditions. 'Since I
live near the plant, this factor preatly concerns me.

4. Grave doubts exist; that the plant's securitv svstem
is adequate to prevent a sahotaae attempt. This is
crucial since Diablo is on the ';/est Coast and thus,
easily accessible.

5. lie have many resources availebl.e here in California
and I would. like to see development of these sa e
erergy alt;ernatives such as solar a..d geothermal
power 'before resorting to nuclear power

if licensed., Diablo will create the nuclear waste problem for
which T. do not want future penerations to be responsible.. Me
must take charpe and act responsibly to prevent unde
nuclear plants from being licensed.

Thousands are re3 in'n you to weip;h the tremen s

~espectfull v,

thai: are at stake and help to stop this nuo] ear 13'r)[nblo' ULog198f~
'ega+ ~<~Allssyg ))
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Nuclear Pemlatory Commission
1717 H Street ÃM
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Yir. wolfe:
I'm sure you are aware that the low power testing hearings for
the Diablo Canyon nuclear power plant in San Luis Obispo, Ca.
are scheduled for Yay 19. As a very concerned. citizen, I am
intensely opposed to Diablo obtaining a "low power testing"
license for the following reasons: .

1. The plant is located 2.5 miles from the offshore
Hosgri fault line and. originally bui.lt to withstand.
only a 6.5 magnitude quake on the Richter scale.

2. I don't want to see the plant recieve a low power .

testing license when it may never oualify for full
operating capacity. This would needlessly contami-
nate the plant and hinder its capability. for being.
converted to a d.ifferent type of energy facility in
the future.

3. No evacuation plans have been designed for the area
in the event of a radiation leak potenially possible
even under "low power testing" conditions. Since I
live near the plant, this factor greatly concerns me.

Grave doubts exist that the plant's security system
is adequate to prevent a sabotage attempt. This is
crucial since Diablo is on the '~lest Coast and thus,
easily accessible.

5. <le have many resources available here in Galifornia
and I would like to see development of these safe
energy alternatives such as solar and peothermal
power before resorting to nuclear power.

If licensed., Diablo will create the nuclear waste problem for
which i do not want future generation . to be responsible. '~le

must take charge and act responsibly to prevent undeservin~
nuclear plants from bein~ licensed.

Thovsands are relying on you to weigh the tremendous risks
that are at stake and. h~1a to stop this nuclear folly at
Dl~sblo!

.".espectft|lly,

Be~i.stered 'Joter
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May 20, 1981

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
1717 H. Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20555

Attention: Chairman Wolf

Regarding: DIABLO CANYON PLANT
San Luis Obispo, California

Dear Sir:
I am writing to you'to express my great concern about the proposed opening
of the above referenced nuclear power plant. I believe that the risks are
far too high to be justified by the rather meager benifits.
Therefore, I respectfully suggest that P.G.& E. be denied a permit for the
operation of the plant.
Thank you.

Sincerely yours,

lison M. Moore

c. c. Robert J. Lagomarsino, M.C.
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Mr. W oLP . Chairman
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Co
1717 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20555
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Dear Mr.. W D L- F.,
NI

As you know, "low power testing" hearings for Diablo Canyon
nuclear power plant in San Luis Obispo, California are scheduled
for May 1gthe As a concerned citizen .and resident in the area,I am vehemently opposed to Diablo obtaining a license for the .

following substantial reasons:

1. The plant is
Hosgri faul4
stand only a
scale.

located 2.5 miles fvom the offshore
line and orig%nally built to with-
6,5 magnitude quake-on the richter

3.

don't want to see the plant recieve a low power
testing license when it may never qualify for full
operating capacity. This would needlessly contami-
nate the plant and hinder its capability for being
converted to.a different type of energy facility,int e fu u e.h t r
No -evacuation plans have been designed for the area
in the event of a radiation. leak potentially-possible.
even under "low power testing" conditions. Since I
li:ve so close to--the plant, -this- factor directly--
effects me.

Grave doubts exist that the plant's security.
system is adectuate to prevent a sabotage attempt.
This is crucial since Diablo is on the West Coast
and thus, easily accessible.

We have many resources'vailable here in California
and I would like to see development of these safe
energy alternatives such as solar and geothermal
power before resorting to nuclear power.

If licensed, Diablo will create the nuclear waste problem for
which -I do not want future generations to be responsible. We JISM
must; take charge and act responsibly to prevent undeserving
nuclear plants Xrcm b'eing licensedl . g~Q fVlW
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ay 20, '1981

Santa Barbara, Ca.

I'~1r. Mo1fe
Ll.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
'1717 H St. N.N.
Mashington, D.C. 20055

Dear I'1r..biolfe,

I am a resident of Santa Barbara, California, and am very
concerned about the possibil'ty that the nuclear -power plant
at Diablo Canyon might get licensed. In light of the
potential dangers to citizens of'his area, as well as to
many others who might be exposed to toxic radioactive wastes,
I strongly urge you to take action aoainst the licensing and
opening of this facility.
Thank you so much for your help.

Sincerely,





Yay 18, 1/81

Nuclear Regulatory Commission
1717 H Street Al
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear '.Ir. Violfe:
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I'm sure you are aware that the low<nopqZ t Z hearinZs for
the Diablo Canyon nuclear power plantQr~~Sen is Obisoo, Ca.
are scheduled. for Yay 19. As a very concerned citizer., I am
intensely opposed to Diablo obtaining a "low power testing"
license for the following reasons:

1. The plant is located 2.5 miles fr om the offshore
Hosgri faul't line and ori.ginally built to withstand.
only a 6. 5 magnitude ouake on the Richter scale.

2. I don't want to see the plant recieve a. 1ow po::>r
testing license when it may never oualify for full
,operating capacity. This would needlessly contami-
nate the plant and hinder its capability for being
converted. to a different type of energy facility in
the future.

3. No evacuation plans have been designed for the area
in the event of a radiation leak potenially possible
even under "low power testing" conditions. Since I
live near the plant, this factor greatly corcerns me.

4. Grave doubts exist that the plant's security system
is adeouate to prevent a sabotage attempt. This is
cruci.al since Diablo is on the ':.'est Coast and thus,
easily accessible.

5. >Je have many resources available here in ali,fornia
and I would like to see development of these sa.e
energy alternatives such as solar and geothermal
power before re.,orting to nuclear power.

If licensed, Diablo will create the nuclear waste problem for
wh'ch I <!o not want future generations tn be responsible. Me
must take charge and act responsibly to prevent undeserving
nuclear plants from being licensed.

Thousands are re3ying on.vou to aweigh the tremendous risks
that are at stake and help to stop this nuclear folly at
Diablo!

t
~ Respectfully, ilf
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Mr. Wo1 f, Chairman
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
1717 H Street N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20555

May 20, 1981

Dear Mr. Wolf:
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I am deeply concerned about the Diablo Nuclear Povrer Plant.
As a citizen of the United States, and resident of Santa Barbara,
California since 1957, I urge you to vote against the licensing
of this installation due to the extreme dangers inherent in its
location (only 3.5 miles from the Hosgri Fault). PLEASE DO WHAT-
EVER YOU CAN to see that this plant does NOT get built on this
site. Thank you for your attention to this matter.

Sincerely,

Pepa P. Devan
1568 Ramona Lane
Santa Barbara, CA 93108





i~!ay 18, 1981

Nuclear Regulatory Commission
1717 H Street b&l
Washington, D. C. 20555

Dear Yir. Molfe:

I'm sure you are aware that the low power testing hearings for
the D'ablo Canyon nuclear power plant in San Luis Obispo, Ca.
are scheduled for Yay 19. As a very concerned. citizen, I am
intensely opposed to Diablo obtaininL a "low power test:ng"
license for the followinr reasons:

1. The plant is located 2. 5 miles from the offshore
Hosgri fault line and. originally built to withstand
only a 6.5 magnitude quake on the Richter scale.

2. I don't want to see the plant recieve a low power
testing license when it may never qualify for full
operating capacity. This would need.lessly contami-
nate the plant and hinder its capability for being
converted to a different type of energy facility in
the future.
No evacuat:ion plans have been designed for the area
in the event of a rad.iation leak potenially possible
even under "3.ow power testina" corditions. Since I
live near the plant;, this factor preatl„" concerns me.

Grave doubts e:<ist that; the plant's security system
is ad.equate to prevent a sabotage:e attempt. This is
crucial since Diablo is on the ''est "oast; and thus,
easily accessible.

vie have manv resources available here in California
and. I would like to see development of these safe
enerpy alternatives such as solar and geothermal
power before resorting; to nuclear power.

If licensed, Diablo will create the nuclear waste problem fo-.
which I do not want future generations to be respor.sible, "'e
must take charge and act responsibly to prevent undeservin~
ruclear plants from beina; ).ice..sed«

Thousands are re)yirv on you to weif.h the tremendous ri sks
that are at stak and heip to stop this nuclear fol3y
'D iabl.o!
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".'uclear Peml ator y Commi ssi on
1717 H Street KW

'4ashinp;ton, D. C. 20555

Dear iir. Wolfe:

I'm sure you are aware that the low power testinr hearings for
the D'ablo Canyon nuclear power plant in San Luis Obispo, Ca.
are scheduled for Yay 19. As a very concerned. citizen, I am
intensely opposed to Diablo obtaining a "low power testing"
li.cense for the following reasons:

1. The plant is located 2.5 miles from the offshore
Hospri fault line and. oririnally built: to withstand
only a 6.5 magnitude ouake on the Richter scale.

2. 'on't want t;o see the plant recieve a low power
testing license when it may never oualify for full
operating capacity. This would needlessly contami-
nate the plant and hinder its capability for being
converted to a different type of energy facilitv in
the future.

4. Grave doubts exist that the plant's security system
- s adequate to prevent a sabot ~e at tempt. This is
crucial since Diablo i:; on the ':.'..st Coast and thus,
easily accessible.

5. We have manv resources availeo'le here 'n California
ance I would like to see development of these safe
energy alternatives such as soIar and r;eo";,hermal
power before resorting to nuclear power.

If licensed., Diablo wi,ll create the nuclear waste prob
which I do not want future p'enerations tn be responsi
must ta~~e charpe and act responsibly to prevent ronde
r.uclear plants from be ing incensed.

0 g lg8)~ ~
on you to ".e p'h the trem ndous 'i,PNsaan.Thousands are relying.,

that are at stake and.
Diablo!

'lr

help to stop this nuclear folly-~t

".~snoc i f<''lI"
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USNRC

3. No evacuation plans have been designed for the area
in the event of a radi.ation leak potenially possible
even, und.er "low power testing" conditions. Since I
live near the plant, this factor p. eatl„" concerns me.
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May 18, 1981

Mr. ~c i~,, Chairman
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
1717 H Street, N. W.
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Mr. ~off:

[ ~ Q ~

lQY~r ~98~>-
Office of 5s hera

As you know, "low power testing" hearings for Diablo Canyon
nuclear power plant in San Luis Obispo, California are scheduled
for May 19th. As a concerned citizen and resident in the area,
I am vehemently opposed to Diablo obtaining a license for the
following substantial reasons:

1. The plant is located 2.5 miles f."om the offshore
Hosgri fault line and originally built to with-

.stand only a 6.5 magnitude quake on the Richter
scale.

I don'0 want to see the plant recieve a low power
testing license when it may never qualify for full
operating capacity. This would needlessly contami-
nate the plant and hinder its capability for being
converted to a different type of energy facility in
the future.

3. No evacuation plans have been designed for the area
in the event of a radiation leak potentially possible
even under "low power testing" conditions'ince I
live so close to the plant, this factor directly
effects me.

Grave doubts exist that the plant's security
system is adequate to prevent a sabotage attempt,
This is crucial since Diablo is on the West Coast
and thus, easily accessible.

We have many resources available here in California
and I would like to see development of these safe
energy alternatives such as solar and geothermal
power before resorting to nuclear power.

, g73L
JUL 09581™:

~gag,f0't pQ
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If licensed, Diablo will create the nuclear waste problem for
which I do not w e generations to be responsible. We
must take char ~ sponsibly to prevent undeserving
nuclear p1an b~'censed! /
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May Z8, >98>

Mr. ~o1~, „Chairman
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
171'7 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20555

Dear Nr. ~oH".

As you know, "low power testing" hearings for Diablo Canyon
nuclear power plant in San Luis Obispo, California are scheduled
for May 19th. As a concerned citizen and resident in the area,I am vehemently opposed to Diablo obtaining a license for the
following substantial reasons:

l. The plant is located 2.5 miles f"om the offshore
Hosgri faulf. line and originally built to with-
stand only a 6.5 magnitude quake on the Richter
scale.

2.. I don'0 want to see the plant recieve a low power
testing license when it may never qualify for full
operating capacity. This would needlessly contami-
nate the plant and hinder its capability for being
converted to a different type of energy facility in
the future.

3. No evacuation plans have been designed for the area
in the event of a radiation leak potentially possible
even under "low power testing" conditions. Since I
live so close to the plant, this factor directly
effects me.

Grave doubts exist that the plant's security@ yg. /(Qsystem is adequate to prevent a sabotage at e pi".
This z.s crucis.al sz.nce Diablo zs on the West o~Q~ 0 5and thus, easily accessible. 881~
We have many resources available here in Ca g ornia
and I would 3.ike to see development of these K e
energy alternatives such as solar and geother
power before resorting to nuclear power.

If licensed, Diablo will create the nuclear, waste problem for
which I do not want future generations to be responsible. We
must take charge and act responsibly to prevent undeserving
nuclear plants from being licensed.
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Mr. Wc (W Chairman
U.S. NUclear Regulatory Commis
1717 H Street, N.N.
Nashington, D.C. 20555
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Dear Mr. ~o (Q)
As you know, "low power testing" h r Diablo Canyon
nuclear power plant in San Luis Obispo, California are scheduled
for May 19th. As a concerned citizen and resident in the area,
I am vehemently opposed to Diablo obtaining a license for the
following substantial reasons:

1. The plant is locat'ed 2.5 miles f"om the offshore
Hosgri fault line and originally built to with-
stand only a 6.5 magnitude quake on the Richter

'cale.

'..I don't want to see the plant recieve a low power
testing license when it may never qualify for full
operating capacity. This would needlessly contami-
nate the plant and hinder its capability for being
converted to a different type of energy facility in
the f'uture.

3. No evacuation plans have been designed for the area
in the event of' radiation leak potentially possible.
even under "low power testing" conditions. Since I
live so close to the plant, this factor directly
effects me.

,."f. Grave doubts exist that the plant's security
system is adequate to prevent a sabotage attempt.
This is crucial since Diablo is on the Nest Coast
and;thus, easily accessible.

Ne have many resources available here in California
and I would like to see development of these safe
energy alternatives such as solar and geothermal
power before resorting to nuclear p'ower.

If licensed, Diablo will create the nuclear waste problem for
which I do not want future generations to -be responsible. Ne
must take charge and act responsibly to prevent undeserving
nuclear plants from being licensed.
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Nay 18, 1981

Nuclear Pegulatory Commission
1717 H Street EJ
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Nr. Wolfe:
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I'm'sure you are aware that the low power testing hearings for
the D ablo Canyon nuclear power plant in San Luis Obispo, Ca.
are scheduled. for Yiay 19. As a very concerned citizen, I am
intensely opposed. to Diablo obtaining a "low power testing"
license for the followi.np reasons:

1. The plant is located 2. 5 miles f. om the offshore
Hosgri fault line and. originally built to withstand.
only a 6.5 magnitude quake on the Richter scale.

2. I don't want to see the plant recieve a low power
testing license when it may never qualify for full
operating capacity. This would needlessly contami-
nate the plant and hinder its capability for being
converted. to a different type of energy facility in
the future.
Ho evacuation plans have been designed for the area
in the event of a rad.iation leak potenially possible
even under "low power testing" conditions. Since I
live near the pl'ant, this factor greatly concerns me.

Grave d.oubts exist that the plant's security system
is adequate to prevent a sabotage attempt. This is
crucial since Diablo is on the ':.'est Coast and thus,
easily accessible.

5. We have many resources available here i.n California
and. I would like to see developme..t of these safe
energy alternatives such as solar and geothermal
power before resorting, to nuolear power.

If licensed, Diablo will create the nuclear waste problem for
which I do not want future generations tn be responsible. We
must take charp;e and act responsibly to prevent undeserving
nuclear plants from being licensed.

Thousands are rely' ah i v to weiph the tremendo.is risks
tna. are at stak >e rf~ stop this nuolear folly at

Y'~ >9Qespeotfnll!, 5
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Nuclear Pegulatory Commissio
1717 H Street b>l
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Yir. Wolfe:
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1. The plant is located 2.5 miles from the offs'hore tjg Ih
Hosgri fault line and originally built to withst

09 >981~only a 6.5 magnitude ouakr. on the Richter scale. JUL 09
* u.s. ~issue

2. I don'0 want to see the plant recieve a low power
testing license when it; may never oualify for full
operating capacity. This would needlessly contami- /
nate the plant and hinder its capability for being
converted. to a different type of energy facilitv in
the future.

I'm sure you are aware that the low power testing hearings fo.
the D'ablo Canyon nuclear power olant in San Luis Obispo, Ca.
are scheduled. for Yay 19. As a very concerned. citizen, I am
intensely opposed to Diablo obtaining a "low power testing" ~
license for the following reasons: j

s

3. lio evacuat;ion plans have been designed for the area
in the event of a radiation leak potenially possible
even under "low oower testing" conditions. Since 1

live near the plant, this factor greatly concerns me.

Grave doubts exist that the olant's security system
is adequate to prevent a sabotage,e attempt;. This is
crucial since Diablo is on the '" est Coast and thus,
easily accessible.

5. We have manv resources availeo1e here in California
and I would like to see development of these safe
energy alternatives such as solar and geothermal
power before re.,orting to nuclear power..

If licensed, Diablo will create the nuclear waste problem for
which I do not want future generations to b.. resoonsible. We
must t;ake charpe and act respon ibly to orevent undeserving
nuclear plant;s from being licensed.

Thousands are relying on'ou to seiph the tremendous ri.sks
that are at: stake and helo to stop this nuclear folly at gyi 0

':P.esoec is fu1 1 v,

cpais~nrerj j'ot;er
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May 18, 1981

Mr. ~clif> Chairman
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
1717 H Street, 'N.N.
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Mr. ~cH:
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As you know, "low power testing" hearings for Diablo Canyon
nuclear power plant in San Luis Obispo, California are scheduled
for May 19th. As a concerned citizen and resident in the area,
I am vehemently opposed to Diablo obtaining a license for the
following substantial reasons:

1. The plant is located 2.5 miles f."om the offshore
Hosgri fault line and originally built to with-
stand only a 6.5 magnitude quake on the Richter
scale.

I don'0 want to see the plant recieve a low power
testing license when it may never qualify for full
operating capacity. This would needlessly contami-
nate the plant and hinder its capability'or being
converted to a different type of energy facility in
the future.

3. No evacuation plans have been designed for the area
in the event of a radiation leak potentially possible
even under "low power testing" conditions. Since I
live so close to the plant, this factor directly
effects me.

Grave doubts exist that the plant's security
system is adequate to prevent a sabotage attempt.
This is crucial since Diablo is on the Nest Coast
and thus, easily accessible.

Ne have many resources available here in California
and I would like to see development of these safe
energy alternatives such as solar and geothermal
power before resorting to nuclear power.

If licensed, Diablo will create the nuclear waste problem for
which I do not want future generations to be responsible. Ãe
must take charge and act onsibly to prevent undeserving
nuclear plants from be'
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May 18, 1981

Mr. ~aiZ, . Chairman
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
1717 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C, 20555

Dear Mr. ~olE';
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As you know, "low power testing" hearings d'or Diablo Canyon
" nuclear power plant in San Luis Obispo, Calif'ornia are scheduledfor May 19th. As a concerned citizen and resident in the area,I am vehemently opposed to Diablo obtaining a license for the
following substantial reasons:

1. The plant is located 2.5 miles f-om the offshore
Hosgri fault line and originally built to with-
stand only a 6.5 magnitude quake on the Richter
scale.

I don't want to see the plant recieve a low powertesting license when it may never qualify for full
operating capacity. This would needlessly contami-
nate the plant and hinder its capability for being
converted to a different type of energy facility in
the future.

3. No evacuation plans have been designed for the areain the event of a radiation leak potentially possible
even under "low power testing" conditions. Sincelive so close to the plant, this factor direct
effects me.

f. Grave doubts exist that the plant's securit
system is adequate to prevent a sabotage at p4'. ~98~aThis is crucial since Diablo is on the West aQVL
and thus, easily accessible. "' compass

5, We have many resources available here in Cali ia
and I would like to see development of these s
energy alternatives such as solar and geothermal
power before resorting to nuclear power.

If licensed, Diablo will create the nuclear waste problem for
which l do not want future generations to be responsible. We
must take charge and act responsibly to prevent undeserving 4jnuclear plants from being licensed'
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~;ay 19, 1<81

nuclear !'.egulatory Commission
1717 H Street IRJ
4rashington, D.C. 20555

Dear i:r. 'w'olfe:
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I'm sure you are aware "hat the low rower testinr; hearings for
the D'ablo Canyon nuclear power plant in Ban Luis Obispo, Ca.
are scheduled for t'ay 19. As a very concerned, citizen, I am
intensely opposed to Diablo obtaining a "low power test ng"
license for the following reasons:

1. The plant is located 2. 5 miles from the offshore
.osgri fault line and. originally ouil"., to withstand.

onlv.,a 6.5 magnitude ouake on the Hichte. scale.

2. I don't want to see the plant recieve a low powr.r
testing license when it may never oualify for full
operating capacity. This would needle sly con;ami-
nate the plant and hi~der its capabili"y for ceing
converted to a d'ferent type of ener,"y facil.'.t:y in
the future.

3. ",;o evacuation plans hav~ been desip,.;ed for the area
in the event of a radiation leal. votenially possible
even under "low vower tes'ing" conditions. Since I
I ive nea. the plant, this factor preatly conce.ns me.

Crave doubts exist that t? e nla.."'s se"urity system
.:s adeovate to prevent a sabota-.e a-'.te.,nt;. This i.s
crucial since Diablo ':: .":.. Che '".'est ".oa."". and ,hus,
easi.3y accessible.

we have many . esources available ?.e".e i,n Cali? ornia
and I wou d like to see .".evelo ment cf ".hese sa"e
energy alternatives such as solar and;.;,eo":.dermal
power be fore resorti ra to nuclear ~r,'.~.

If licensed. Diablo will crea e the»':c'Jr.'ar waste problem for
which I dc not ~!ant future veneration~ t.~ be resnonsible. I'e
must t'ake charpe and act responsibly to prevent rrndeservinr,
nuclea?'lants from bein -. licen~<d.

Thousands are rely)nP on ".ou to we .-.?-. t~e tre...endous, i sos
that are at stake and help to ston t!.is nu.".)car fol]y at
Dlaolo ~

~ 'c/ '„J,~~,'. '~~~(/i P!—
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Nuclear. Remlatorv Commissio.
'i717;": Street Fvl
Mashinr,ton, D.C. 20555

Dear Yr. Wolfe:
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I'm sure you are aware that the low power testinr" hearings for
the Diablb Canyon nuclear power plant; in San Luis Obisro, Ca.
are scheduled. for Yay lg. As a verv concerned citizen, E am
int;ensely opposed to Diablo obtaining a "low power test'r,"
license for the following reasors:

1. The plant is located. 2. 5 miles from the offshore
Hos~i fault line and originally built to withstand.
only a 6.5 magnitude ouake on the Richter scale:..

2. I don't want; to see the plant recieve a low power
testing license when it: may never oualify for full
operating capacity. This would needlessly contami-
nate the plant and hinde its capability for being
converted.. to a different type of energy facility in
the future.

3. ho evacuat;ion plans have been desimed for he area
in the event of a radiation leak ~otenially pcssib1e
even under "low power testina" conditions. Since
live near the plant, ti.is factor preatl(y concerns me.

":rave doubts ex+~.'%hat.t}w r,l-."..".'="~ c:.:. '.

is adeouate to prevent a sabot;a: attempt.
crucial since Diablo =:.". or( the '.;:~st ".oa. t
e.isilv accessible.

(.» svstem
Thi s is

.vd thus

5. >le have many resources available here in California
and: would like to see deve1opment of these safe
energy alternatives such as sole." and peot}!ermal
power before . eeo~binr, bo nuclear power.

if licersed D'ablo will create the nuclea. waste pro!..lem .or
which: do not want future renerations to be resoonsible.
must ta} e charge and act respons'bly to prevent ur(deservinv
nuclear nlants from beinr.; licensed.

Thousands are rely]n-.e on::ou to (::ei~h t!..e tre~e:;do:.:s risks
that are at stake and help to s~op t!:.js nuc;]ear fol]v at
(3l r Dl0'.espect ((lly, @fed
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Nay 18, 1981

nuclear Pemlatorv Commissio..
1717 H Street !'RJ

Mashington, D.C. 20555

Dea Y>r. @olfe:

I'm sure vou are aware that the ow pcwer tes"in~ hearings for
the D'ablo Canyon nuclear power plant in San Luis Obispo, Ca.
are scheduled. for !'ay 1o. As a very concerned. citizen, I am
intensely opposed, to Diablo obtaining a "low power tes.?ng"
license for the fo>lowirg reaso..s:

1. The plant is located 2.5 miles f. om the offshore
Hosrri faul" line and. originally buil" to withstand.
only a 6.5 magnitude ouake on the Richte. scale.

2. I d.on't want to see the plant recieve a low power
testing license when it may never aualify for full
operating capacity. Th s would need.lesslv contami-
nate the plant and hinder its capabili-,y for bein~
conve. ted to a d.ifferent type of enerpy facility in
the future.

3. !.o'vacuation plans have been des'peed for t! e area
in the event of.a radiation leak aotenially possible
even under "low power testirc" conditions. Since I
1've near the plart, th.s factor greatly concerns me.

' Qve doubts ey j st that ti;e p1 ant > s securi t v sv - tern~is adeouate to prevent a sabot;a.=.e at'tempt. Th's is
crucial since Diablo is "".. the ':.'~st Co~:"t anc thus,
easily accessible.

5. >'e have many . esources available here in California
and I would. like to see developme..t of th>ese sa. e
energy;y alternatives such a solar and ."eo",he".mal
power before resortinr. to nuclear powe:.-

If licensed,, Diablo will create the nuclear waste problem for
which : do not want future genera-ions to be resvonsi" e. "e
must take charge and act responsibl i to prevent??ndeservins.ruclear plants from being lice"..s~d.

Thousands are re3yin." on you to wei."h the tremen ous risks
that are at stake and help to stol thj s nurse ea~ ~n? ] v
>) i ab3 o! DoCK'gnf's
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t'iucl ear !'.emlatory Commi ssinr.
1717 r'. Street Fvl
Mash'.npto , D.C. 20555

Dear Yr. 'w'olfe:

i'm sure you are aware that t;he low,.ower testin~i hear'ngs for
the Diablo Canyon nuclear power plant in San Luis Gbispo, Ca.
are scheduled. for t:av 19. As a very concerned citi.-.en, I a.„
intensely opposed to Diablo obtaining a "iow power test'rg"
license for the following reasons:

7he plant is located 2. 5 miles from the offshor
Kosari fault line and ori!.inally built to withstand.
only a.6.5 magnitude ouake on tne Richter scale.

2. i don't want to see the plan" recieve a low powe.
testing license when it may neve. ovalifv for full
operatinp capacity. This would needlessly contami-
nate the plart and hinder its ca-,ability for being
conv'erted to a different tvpe of ener'gy facility in
the future.

3. bio evacuation plans have been designed

d'or

the area
in the event of a ". adiation leak',otenially possible
even urider "low power testin="" cor.ditions. Sirce

l'ivenear the p)ant t)"is factor -"reatly concerns ~e.

':rave doubi s exist that .he nip..t' secure itv 'system
adecuate to r~. event a sab<ta™e atte~~.. 'hi s i s

crucial since Diablo is cn the '.'<".;t ".oast and th s,
easilv aiicessible.

5. i"e have m-.nv resources avail@<.le here i . California
and ~ wou id like to see developve".t of '!~e=e .,afe
ererpy alternatives such as sola. a..".. i eo'.her.. al
power before re.",or ting to nuc 1 ear r r war.

T f licensed Diablo will create the !i:„:clear .:aste vrobi em for
whi ch; do not want future gener ations to be resoon -ib'.e. '~!e

must take char F..e an~ act respo!isiblv "« -..reve!it l.»d~servinz
nuciear piants from bei»- licensed.

5'ho.;."-a!id s ar e .re'3 'n»I

that are at stake and
Diablo!

I
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t'g 'l ~ '.4 i p'w1 + e14 Hey;D'pj's ob' ! s! $
help tq stop t!.i. n::rl~ar . ~1'3y at
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nuclear ~emlatorv Commissio .

1717 H Street Al 6
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Dear Nr.

adolf

e:

I'm sure you are aware that the low power testirr. hearinvs for
the D'ablo Canyon nuclear power plant in San Luis Cbispo, Ca.
are scheduled. for Yay 19. As a very concerned citizen, I am
intensely opposed to Diablo obtaining a "low power testing"
license for the following reasons:

1. The plant is located 2. 5 miles from the offshore
Hosgri fault li.ne and orizinally built to withstand
only a 6.5 magnitude cuake on the Richter scale.

2. I don't want to see the plant recieve a low power
testing license when it may never oualify for full
operating capacity. This would needlessly contami-
nate the plant and hinder its capability for'eing
converted. to a different tvpe of energy facility in
the fu ure.

"!o evacuation T)lans have been desi@red for he area
in the event of a . adiati.on leak potenially possible
even under "low power testing" conditions. Since "
) -'e rear the a3a~t. t¹s fac".or .~ectly concerns me.

~rave aouots exist "that'ti>e 'p;-'.'.t'.- security s„,ste;,.
is adeauate tc prevent a sabotage attempt. Thi.s is- —- - —-crucial-since Diablo is on the ':.'-.st Coa~t and thus,
easily accessible.

tie have manv resources available here in California
and I would like to see development of "h)ese safe
ener~ alternatives such as sol.a. and ™eothermal
power before reeoreln>, Co nl>cle-r powe-..

If licensed, Diablo will create the nuclear was e rro lem for
which . do not want future zenerations tn oe responsible. i)e
must take charge and act responsibly to prevent undeservin~
..uclear pla..ts from bein~ lice..sed.

'Pho».".ands are re3yin;, on you tn,weirh the trem=n o!:s risks
that) are at: stake and !'.eln to stoa t:!)is nur}~<r fr,l3 v at
D! ablo!

:..~sr'~c f!'ll:,',
~~
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'.:uclear Remlatory Commission
17'7 H Street ~>.vl

Mashinpton, D.C. 20555

Dear Nr. >wolfe:

I'm sure you are aware that t;he low power testing hearings fort'e D ablo Canyon nuclear power plant; in San ui~ Obispo, Ca.
are scheduled. for Yay 19. As a verv concerned. citizen, I am
intensely opposed to Diablo obtaining a "low power testing"
license for the following reasons:

i. The plant is located 2. 5 miles .rom the offshore
Hosgri fault lire and originally built to withstand.
only a 6.5 magnitude ouake on t}.e Richter scale.

2. I don't want to see the plant recieve a low power
testing license when it may neve oualify for full
operatinp capacitv. Th's woulo needlessly contami-
nate the plant and hinde. its capability for being
convert;ed to a different type of energy facility in
the future.

3. Fo evacuat;ion plans have been desimed fo" the area'n 0he event of a . adiat;ion leak potenially possible
even under "low power testing" conditiors. Since
1 ve rear the plant this factor greatly corcerns me.

Grave doubts exist; that the plant's securit;y system
is adequate to prevent a sabota-.e attempt. his is
crucial si nice Diablo i s '~.. the est coa - t and 'ue
easilv accessible.

Me have manv resources available here in Califor'nia
and I would like to see development of these ..afe
energy alternat:ives such as sole." an.".,-eothermal
power before resortina; to nucle; ". powe"..

If licensed D'blo vill create the . vcr ear .waste problem, for
vhich do not want fut;ure generations t-i be responsible. '.~e

must take charge and act responsiblv to "revent "nclese". vin.".
nuclear n'!ants from beir~- licer~rP
thousands are re'in" on vou t:o wei,~h t' tremen„o'.:s risks
that are at; stake anc helm tc stoa thi~ nuclear foal'iv at
Diablo!
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"inchDear Yr. Molfe:

ance''m

sure you are aware that the . . testing. hearinLs for
the D'ablo Canyon nuclear power plant in San Luis Obis,o, Ca.
are scheduled. for ? ay 19. As a very concerned. citizen, T am
i.ntensely opposed to Diablo obtaining a "'ow vower testing"
license for the following reasons:

The plant is located. 2. 5 miles from the offshor
Hosgri fault line and. originally built to withstand
only a 6.5 magnitude ouake on the Richter scale.

2. I don't want to see the plant rec've a low power
testing license when it, may never oualify for full
operating capacity. This would need.lessly contami-
nate the plar.t and hinder its capabi.litv for being
converted to a different type of energy. facili.ty i..
the future.
bio evacuati.on plans have been designed for the area
in the event of a ". ad.iation leak poteniallv possible
even under "low power tes"inc" corditions. Since
five near the n3an., th' factor 0. eatly concerns me'.

~ . 1I ~ ''V L~il ~ 1% p q1 r' ( r f QQ )gal 4 ~ Q$ fqf'@pl4' ' ave clouL't ZÃi ~ v v >s '<a- l
is adeouate to prevent a sabotage attempt. This i s

- --- - —-crucial since Diablo is on the ': ~~t Coa"-t and thus,
easily accessible.

5. Me have manv resources available here in Cali:fo~nia
and. I would like to see development of these safe
energy alternatives such as sole". an".. -~e"hermal
power before resorting to nuclear po»er.

If licensed. D'ablo will create the n»cfear waste problem for
which: do not want future generations to be responsible. 'v.'e

must take charpe and act responsibly to prevent i.ndeservinv
nuclear plants from bei~~:. licens~d.

Thousands are reivin;. on ou to.weigh the trer.endo:. s risks
are at stake and hPlp to stog thi s nucl ear fcl'3 v at

»i ablo!
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nuclear Re~3atory Commission
17'7 H Street, i~."'vI

>!ashinpton, D.C. 20555

Dear !!r. Wolfe:

T'm sure you are aware hat the low power testinr hearin~s for
the D'ablo Canyon nuclear power plant ir..San Luis Obispo, Ca.
are scheduled for I:ay 1o. As a verv concerned citizer. 1 am
intensely opposed to Diablo obtainirg a "'o» power testirg"
license for the followini." reasons:

1. The plant is located. 2. 5 miles from the offshore
'r.osF, i fault line and originally nuilt to withstand
onlv a 6.5 magnitude quake on the Richter scale.

2. E don't want to see the p3.art recieve a low pc:wo.r
testing license when i" may never oualify for full
operating capacity. his would'eedlessly contami-
nate the plart and hirder its. capability for being
corver"ed to a different type o; energy facility in
the future.

3. bio evacuation plans have been desip...ed for the area
in the event of a radiation leak potenially possible
even under "low power testir|." conditions. Sirce
live near the plant, this factor preatly concerns me.

~ ~ rave dvub'GG ex ) R t t!la 4 tr'I je p3 a.s t '

i s- ~H eoua" e „o- r-. e-.~e..".; ~'"-.bnt,=-
crucial since Diablo i.". nn the ':.'e.",t
easily accessi.ble.

security system

".oa~t and thus,

5. 'v!e have many . esources availebl e here i n Califo. nia
and : would like to see development o. »ese -";e
pnerpy a3ternatives such as solar and =as".hermal
power before resortinr, to nuclea. power.

lf licensed, Diablo will create the nuc3ear .:as-'e pro. >em
wh h ' o rc» war fi tu?'t: r engr.:t i ov'c: +n hc; »p s~nrsi 'i

must take charge and ac+'esponsibly to prevent undeserving
nuclear plants from bein>'icensed.
Thousancs are re3yir.""., or you to wei.~h the tremendous ri sks
that are at stake abc help tv s~op t} is nuc3e~r fo13y a".
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".uclear 'Regulatory Commission
1717 !'. S" eet Fvl
'ia hington, D. C. 20555

Dear i::r. 'w'olfe:

l'n sure you are aware that the low powe. testin~ hear inas for
the D'ablo Canyon nuclear power plant in San 'uis Obispo, Ca.
are scheduled. for Yay 19. As a very concerned. citizen, T. am
intenselv opposed. to Diablo obtaining a "low power testier."
license for the following reaso..s:

1. The plant is located. 2. 5 miles from the offshore
Hosn'i fault line and orizinally built to withstand.
only a 6.5 magnitude ouake on the Richter scale.

2. I don't want to see the plant recieve a low power
testing license when it may never oualify for full
or;crating capacity. This would needlesslv contami-
nate the alar.t anc hind.er its capability fo. being
converted. to a different type o. energy facility in
the future.

~ ~

I(4 ~

Ko evacuation plans have been des'—,. ed for the area
in the event of a ".adiation leak poteniallv possible
even under "low power testine" conditions. Since i
live near the p3ant this factor ~reatlv concerns me.

~»gimp Ariel'~c, 'pg$ '+''~4 c jpo r(j ps''. < ( (' (u»i ~'v(toF
is adequate to p. event a sabotage at"'.emot. This is

.g~ucial since Diablo i" o.; the "'. =.". ",oa."-t and thus,
easily accessible.

5 ~ ate have manv resources availebl.e here in California
and T would like to see development of "hc". -e ..a. e
energy alternatives such as sold. and -".,eo".hermaL
power before resorting to nuclear powe..

lf licensed D'ablo will create the nuclear "'aste problem for
which ; do not want future generations to b.=. r=sporsi ble. "'e
must tak'e charge and act responsiblv to prevent undeservinz
nuclear nlants from bein~ licensed.

Thousands are re] yin", on .'ou to weigh t':;e trev~ndo::s r! sks
~ha" are at ~~a>q and heir. to st;og this nuc1ear fri ly
Di nba o!

Ol
pAy n7 >gg >
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Nuclear Regulatory Commission
"'7l7 H '-'treet Fvl
'i'ashington, D. C. 20555

Dear Kr. '~~olfe:

.'m sure you are aware that the low pcwer estinr hearinns : or
the D'ablo Caryon nuclear power plant in San Lui~ Obispo, Ca.
are scheduled. for Pay 19. As a very concerned citizen 1 am
intensely opposed. to Diablo obtainin~ a "'w power testing"
license for the fo3,lowir.~ ".easons:

1. The plant is located 2.5 miles from the offshore
'.-:os@ i fault line and originally built tn withstand.
only a 6.5 magnitude ouak~ on the >ichte. scale.

2. . don't want to see the plant recieve a low power
testing; license when it may never oualify for full
operating capac'ty. This would needlesslv contami-
nate the plant and hinder it capabilitv for being
converted to a oi.ferent type o. energy facilitv in
the future.

3. llo evacuation plans have been desimed for the area
in the event of a .adiation leak potenially possible

'even under "low power testing" cond'tions. Since
live near the vlant this fac.or p. eatery concerns me.

~ ~ al e wc~vva %rsii z>v vaja'iv ML ~ ' ' ~ 'v

is. adecuate. ta...peeve ~ a„sabots.=e ~t
crucial since Diablo i".. o.: th "'est
easilv access'ble.

1'w l 4 \i,'j >„'I D 4ClsI
Th!s is

Coa 8 t and thu 8

5. iie have m-nv resources available here in
Cali.o.nia'nd.:

wou d like to see development of .hese afe
enerpy alternatives such as solar and,~cot!dermal
powe". before resortinr. to nuclea. power.

if licensed. D'eblo will create the nuc" e-.r waste problem for
which 7 do not want future pener ations to be respopsible. ':.'e

must take charpe and act responsiblv to prevent un"ese. VlnF
nuclear plants from bein", licensed.

Thousands are rej vjnp on vou to weiph the,Q!,emendous, ) sks
that are at stake and help to stop t!..-is nuglP~r, clay
Di ab) o!

.~svec tf!!1 ly,
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Kuclear Pepv) ator v Comm? ssion
1717 H Street Hvl
Mashingtor., D. C. 20555

Dear Y~r. 4'olfe:
1''m sure you are aware that the low rower testin~ hearings for
the Diablo Canyon nuclear power plant in San Luis Obispo, Ca.
are scheduled for Yay 19. As a very concerr.ed citizen, E am
intensely opposed to Diablo obtaining a "low po~er testing"
license for t;he following reasons:

1. The plant is located 2.5 miles from the offshore
i:.osmi fault line and. origirally built to withstard
onlv a 6.5 magnitude auake on the ~ichter scale.

2. E don't want to see the plant recieve a low power
testinw license vhen it may never aualify for full
operating capacit;y. This would needlessly contami-
nate the plar.t and hi.nde its capability for being
converted. to a a.ifferent type o. enerp.„; facility in
the future.
t'o evacuation plans have been desip..ed for the area
ir. the event of a . adiation leak'ote?.iallv possible
even under "low power testing" cond'tions. Since |:
live near the p] ant th's factor greatly concerns me.

? ave doubts e j! . t that ?je Q3 ant - ecuri ty system
.: s adeauate !;o -.revent -'. s~bota~e atte~vt. This is
crucial since .I'.ablo i:; on t:?!e 'st ".oast and thus
easil v access i'.'. e.

5. i e have many resources:~vaileble here ',n Calif'o. nia
and 7 would like to se~ develo".me? t o. these ..af e
energy al ernatives such as solar a..d ™eothermal
power bef'ore . esortinr to nuclear power.

1'f licensed D'ablo will create the nuclear waste pro'em for
which ; do not want future generations to be respo»sible. '

must take charpe and act responsibly to ".. event !>»:".eservine
nuclear plants from bei» -. licensed.

'phousar!d s are r el vinP on You tr) we i, h t',.„e t. wr,.e.",dous i sks
that are at stake and help to srop t!.is nuc3e~. f";:l'3y 2".
Di abl o!
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Mr. 430) ~
>

Chairman
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
1717 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C.. 20555

Commission
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As you know, "low power testing" hearings for Diablo Canyon
nuclear power plant in San Luis Obispo, California are scheduled
for Nay 1/th. As a concerned citizen,and resident in the area,
I am vehemently opposed to Diablo obtaining a license for the
following substantial reasons:

1. The plant is located 2.5 miles fvom the offshore
Hosgri faul4 line and orig&nally built to with-
stand only a 6.5 magnitude quake on the Richter
scale..
I don'0 want to see the plant recieve a low power
testing license when it may never qualify for full
operating capacity. This would needlessly contami-
nate the plant and hinder its capability for being
converted to'.a different type of energy facility in .

the future.

3. No evacuation plans have, been designed. for the area
in the event of a radiation leak potentially possible.
even under -"low- power testing."- conditions.. Since. I
live so close to the plant, thi:s Tactor -directly-
effects me.

1

".f, Grave doubts exist that the plant's security
system is adequate to prevent a sabotage attempt.
This is crucial since Diablo is on the West. Coast
and thus, easily accessible.

We have many resources'vailable here in California
and I would like to see development of these safe
energy alternatives==such as solar and geothermal
power before resorting to nuclear power.

If licensed, Diablo will create the nuclear waste problem for
which-I do not want future generations.to be responsible. We

must take charge and act responsibly to prevent undeserving
nuclear plants from being licensed',

. j,(l
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May 11, 1981

Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Mr. Ahearne:

'"'~r
c.q~'8

'

Zohn Ahearne, Chairman
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Comm% 'st
1717' Street, N.W. Cv

PhY ~ .'0Q<
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As you know, the hearings for the low power testing at
Diablo Canyon Nuclear Plant in San Luis Obisbo, California
will be under way May 19th. Low power testing will make
the plant radioactive. I do not believe this plant deserves
even a low power testing license for the following reasons:

1. The plant is 2.5 miles from the Hosgri fault
and unsafe in the event. of a moderate earth-
quake.

2.- In the event of an earthquake, no evacuation
plans have- been-made.-

sznq t
er:t;

3. Deadly radioactive waste will be stored at the
plant 'and to dat'e we have.no means of storing
the waste for its entire half-life.

C

.':n i

4. There are grave doubts that the plant's security
system could stop a sabotage attempt —important
since Diablo Plant is on the West Coast.

Californians want to keep the state beautiful and productive.
There are several energy alternatives to nuclear power such as
solar, ti.dal, geothermal, coal and oil resourses. Please help
us to keep this plant inactive so that safer energy resourseswill be used.

Sincerely,
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Mr. 43a 1 0 .. Chairman
U. S. Niiclear Regulatory Commission
1717 'H Street, N.W.

'ashington,D.C., 20555

Dear Mr. M o.lN;
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As you know, "low power testing" hearings for Diablo Canyon
nuclear'power plant in San Luis Obispo, California are scheduled
for May fath. As a concerned citizen.and resident in the area,I am vehemently opposed to Dz.ablo obtaining'a -license- for. the
following substantial reasons:

1. The plant is located 2.5 miles from the offshore
Hosgri faul4 line and originally built to with-
stand only .a 6,5 magnitude-qua}se .on the

Richter'cale.

I don'-. want to see the plant recieve a low power
testing license when it may never qualify for full
operating capacity. This would needlessly contami-

, nate the plant and hinder its capability for being
converted to.a different type of energy facility in
the future.

3. No evacuation plans have been designed for the area
in the event of' radiation leak. potentially possible
even .urider.."low power testing" conditions. Since I
live. so close=<o 'the-plant-, this.- factor .dir'ectly
effects me.

Grave doubts exist that the plant's security
system is adequate to prevent a sabotage attempt.
This is crucial since Diablo is on the West Coast
and thus, easily accessible.

We have many resources'vailable here in California
and I would like to see development of these safe
energy alternatives such as solar and geothermal
power before resorting to nuclear power.

If licensed, Diablo will create the nuclear waste problem for
which I do not want future generations to be responsible. We
must take charge and act responsibly to prevent undeserving
nuclear plants from being licensedf
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May 18, 1981

Mr. Mol~,, Chairman
U.S; Nuclear Regulatory
1717 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Mr. ~oH':
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As you know, "low power testing" hearings for Diablo Canyon
nuclear power plant in San Luis Obispo, California are scheduled
for May 19th. As a concerned citizen and resident in the area,
I am vehemently opposed to Diablo obtaining a license for the
following substantial reasons:

l, The plant is located 2.5 miles f-om the offshore
Hosgri fault line and originally built to with-
stand only a 6.5 magnitude quake on the Richter
scale.

I don't want to see the plant recieve a low power
testing license when it may never qualify for full
operating capacity. This would needlessly contami-
nate the plant and hinder its capability for being
converted to a different type of energy facility in
the future.

3. No evacuation plans have been designed for the area
in the event of a radiation leak potentially possible
even under "low power testing" conditions. Since I
live so close to the plant, this factor directlyeffects'e.
Grave doubts exist that the plant's security
system is adequate to prevent a sabotage attempt.
This is crucial since Diablo is on the West Coast
and thus; easily accessible.

We have many resources available here in California
and I would like to see development of these safe
energy alternatives such as solar and geothermal
power before resorting to nuclear power.

If licensed, Diablo will create the nuclear waste problem for
which I do not want future generations to be responsible. We
must take charge and act responsibly to prevent undeserving
nuclear plants from being licensedt
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Mr. &oi W Chairman
U. S. NUclear Regulatory Commissi
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H Street, N. W.
Washington, D.C. 20555

~ ~'l hDear Nr. ~c L
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~

As you know, "low power testing" hearings for Diablo Can/6@~~
nuclear power plant in San Luis Obispo, Calif'ornia are sched
for Nay.19th. As a concerned citizen.and resident in the area,I am vehemently opposed to Diablo obtaining a license f'r the
following substantial reasons:

1. The plant is
Hosgri fault
stand only a
scale.

located 2.5 miles f."om the offshore
line and originally built to"with-
6.5 magnitude quake on the Richter

'I

don t want to see the plant recieve a low power
testing license when it may never qualify for full
operating capacity. This ~ould needlessly contami-
nate the plant and hinder its capability for being
converted to.a different type of energy facility in

he fu.ure.
1'C

3. No evacuation plans .have-been-designed-for the-areain'he event of a radiation leak potentially possible
even=-widkr ." low-gower —testing" conditiors .. S3.ace I
live so close to the plant, this factor directly
effects me.

Grave doubts exist that the plant's security
system is adequate to prevent a sabotage attempt.
This is crucial since -Diablo-is on the Nest Coast
and .thus, .easily. accessible..

5. We have many resources'vailable here in California
and I would 3.ike to see development of these safe
energy alternatives such as solar and geothermal
power before resorting to nuclear power.

W. "ig~~" ~~"g~
C~ c(gE

s~t - ~ g.l(>..

licensed, Diablo will create the nuclear waste problem for
which I do not want future generations to be responsible., We

in ~i,'ake charge and act responsibly to prevent undeserving
nuclear plants from being licensed'.
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".uclear Regu1atorv Commission
I71'7 t'. Street F'~1

'n'ashir.r;.ton, D. C. 20555
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Dea. Nr. @olfe: gp. cP

I'm sure you are aware that the 1b Qq . i ng hearings for
the Diablo Canyon nuclear. oower olan . uis Obispo, Ca.
are scheduled for t')ay Ic. As a verv cor.cerned citizen, I am
intensely opposed to Diablo obtaining a "low oower test.'na"
license for the following reaso..s:

1. The olant is located 2. 5 miles from the offshore
Hosn i fault line and. o~izinally buil to withstand
only a 6.5 magnitude auake on the Richter scale.

2. I don't want to see the plant recieve a low power
testing license when it may never oualify for full
operating caoacity. This would need.lessly contami-
nate the olant and hinder its capabi,lity for being
converted, to a different tyoe of energy facilitv in
the future.

3. )io evacuation plans have been desi@.ed for the area
in the event of a radiation leak ootenially possible
even under "low oower testina" conditions. Since I
live near the olant, this factor s eatly corcerns me.

"-«ave doubts equi g+ i 4~»he o1 ar) w( I s seen«i t )f svs tern)' adeouate to p. event a sabota)".e att-:mpt. 'his is
crucial since Di ablo i s on the '.=.".".."o-<."-"-. and thus,
easi'2'v accessible.

5. 'v'e have manv resources available here in "alifornia
and i would like to see develo".ment of these safe
energy alternatives such as sola. and -, ",";her...al
power before resorting to nuclear oowo.".

Tf licensed., Diablo will create the nuclear waste problem for
which: do not want future generations tn be responsib'.e. <"e
must take charge and act responsi bly to -r event <!ndeservins;
nuclear plants from bein~a licensed,

Thousands are re',yin-". on you to .ei~h t:".e trem~s~)™o::s risks
that are at stake and 'h),ip tc stop ".his nuclear fr/!y
Di)lb' ~

. + s pe c tf!!lly .
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Mr. ~ei~ Chairman
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
1717 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D,C, 20555
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Dear Mr. ~cH':
As you know, "low power testing" hearings for Diablo ri
nuclear power plant in San Luis Obispo, California are scheduled
for Nay 19th. As a concerned citizen and. resident in the area,
1 am vehemently opposed to Diablo obtaining a license for the
following substantial reasons:

1. The plant is located 2.5 miles f.".om the offshore
Hosgri fault line and originally built to with-
stand. only a 6.5 magnitude quake on the Richter
scale.

don't want to see the plant recieve a low power
testing license when it may never qualify for full
operating capacity. This would needlessly con.ami-
nate the plant and hinder its capability for being
converted to a different type of energy facil'ty in
the future.'

3. No evacuation-plazs-&re.,been designed for the area
in the event of a radiation leak potentially poss'le
even under "low power testing" cond'iions. Since I
'1xve so Clo'se to the plant, this fac or directly
e fects me.

"I. Grave doubts exist that the plant's security
system is adequate to prevent a sabotage attempt.
This is crucial since Diablo is on the West Coast
and thus, easily accessible.

5, We have many resources available here 'n California
and Z would like to see development of these safe
energy alternatives such as solar and geothermal
power oefore resorting to nuclear power.

Zf licensed, Diablo will create the nuclear waste problem for
which I do not want future generations to be responsible. We
must take charge and act responsibly to prevent undeserving
nuclear p'lants from being licensed,
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nuclear Regulatory Commi ssio
1717 H St'rect YW

"'ashington, D.C- 20555

Dear Kr . adolf e:
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I'm sure you are aware that the low power testinc heari.
the Diablo Canyon ruclear power plant in'San 'uis Obispo,
are scheauled for Nay 1o. As a very cor.cerned. citizen, I am
intensely opposed to Diablo obtainirL a "low power testing"
license for the following reasons:

1. The -plant is located. 2.5 miles ".. om the offshore
Hosgri fault line and originally built to withstand
onlv a 6.5 magnitude ouake or. the Richter scale.

2. I don't want to see the plant recieve 'a low power
testing license when it may never oualify for full
operating capacity. This would needlessly contami-
nate the plant and hinder its capabilitv fo. being
converted to a a.ifferent type of energy facility in
the future.

3. tto evacuation plans have been desi@.ed for the area
in the event of a radiation leak potenially possible
even undpr "low power testinr" conditions. Since
live near the tlpnt th' factor ~eat1v corcevns mP

;.rave moue:cs ex>st, ~na~ ~lt~ .;.=:.' = ;:. ~~. ..„,'e.„
is adeoua"e to prevent a sahot,"-..e atte~nt. This is

- ----—-crucial-s'nce Diplo is o., t~e ':.'P..t Coa.".t and :hus
easily accessible.

5. i"e have manv resources available here in California
and I would like to see development of thPse safe
energy alternatives such as solar and peotherme1
power be~ore reso. tine; to nuclear power.

Ef licensed. D'ablo will create the nuc1ear "ast pro".lem f.."
which . do not want future I.enerations to be responsib'.P. "'e
must take charge and act respon iblv to prevent undesP".'in~
r'uclear plants from heinz licensed.

housands are ref.inc on you to.':ei
that are at s take at1c he' to s top
Dl
ablo're~e!:do!;s "! sos

".!is nuole~r fc13v a"
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Nuclear ~egulatory Commission'7'7 H Street lFvl
'i'ashington, D. C. 20555

S
C

JUL 09 1981 ~—
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CpgMISS+"Dear i'r. 'a/olfe: V
I'm sure you are aware that the low pcwer testing hear~ g~~t'e D'ablo Canyon nuclear power plant in San Luis Obisio'~
are scheduled for Yav 19. As a verv co..cerned citizer, I am
intensely opposed to Diablo obtaininz a "low power testing"
license for the followirr reasons:

1. The plant is located 2.5 miles from the offshore
Hosgri fault line and orizinally built to withstand
only a 6.5 magnitude ouake on the Richter scale.

2. I d.on't want to seer the plant recieve a low pover
testing license when it may never oualifv for full
operating capacity. This would needlessly contami-
nate the plant and hinder its capabilitv for being
converted. to a d.ifferent type c; ener'jy,facility in
the future.

r

3. l'o evacuation plans have been desi~ed for the area
in the event of a . adiation leak potenially possible
even under "low power testing" condit'ons. Since II'e near the plan" this factor greatly corcerns m6'.

r»qqyp Rprr>r' p r ''4~+L ~ a ~ rr rrV vv r v Vr ~ Carr
>'Lrg r r r ' "r, rr. ~ ~'- ~ir ~ rv rJA'ir ~ r rr rr r ir'rr4J 4 Vr)

~ irr rr Villi
i s. adeouate. tu...reeve~~ a., <ebot-.=.e >t'""empt.
crucial since Diablo '.". on the ':.'est Coast and thus,
easily accessible.

5. ' have manv resources available here in Cali.ornia
and I would like to see development of these safe
ererpy alternatives such as solar and .-.eo".hem;al
power before resorting to nuclear powe:r.

lf licensed, D'blo will create the nuclear waste problem for
which : do not want future generations to be . esponsible. '-
mu ". take charpe and act responsibly to prevent undeservin~
nuclear plants from beinv. l.ice.".sed.

housands are rel vine. on .:ou ".o weivh the tres.endo~.:s ri sks
that are at stake and he> ~ to ston this nucl ep~ follv
Di anl o!

.",espectfull
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1717 H Street hv!
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1. The plant is located. 2. 5 miles from the offshore
Hoszri fault line and. originally built to withstand.
only a 6.5 magnitude auake on the Richter scale.

2. 3; don't want to see the plant recieve a low power
testing license when it may never oualify for full
operating capacity. This would needlessly contami-
nate the plant and hinder its capability for being
converted to a di.ferent type of energy facility in
the future.

Dear Nr. 'w'olfe:

l''m sure you are aware that the l p~++.-'estin~ . ~pj's s ~ .

the Diablo Canyon nuclear power plan . San Luis Ob~ e
are scheduled for Yay 19. As a very concerned. citizen, am
intensely opposed to Diablo obtaining a "low power testinr"
license for the following reasons:

Ko evacuation plans have been designed for the area
'.n the event of a radiation leak potenially po sible
even under "low power testinz" cordit'ons. Sirce T
1've near the plant th s factor preatly corcerrs me.

Grave doubts exist that the plant's security svstem
is ac eouate to prevent a sabota.=e attempt. This is
crucial since D',ablo ' .".".; t:.e ':.'o.st Coa~t and thus
easi3 v access'le.

5. i!e have manv -. esources available here in California
and. ~ would like to see developme;.t of these safe
energy alternatives such as solar and

~eo-'.!dermal'ower

before resorting to nuc3ear pnwe".

~f licensed Diab3 o wi l3. create the ii clear waste p. oblem
which ~ do not want future generations t~ be responsible. "e
must take charge and act responsibly to prevent undeservinp
nuclear plants from bein~ licensed.

Tho" . and s are re3 v j r on vou to we j „h + 're, r ezendo.;s rj sks
tPe". are at stat.p pod hr1T) to stop t!-is ~~ p1Pa f~33v at
i)iati3o!

:.E'spect; '.illy,
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Nay 18, 1oR1 '/7I
/

nuclear Re~a latory CommissiC.)
1717 H Street Fpl
Washington, D. C. 20555 .

Dear Nr. Volfe:

~vii-)co
Ill ~

4AY27'9
-"" «the Secret~'e cg";/eg g e

-""»-"h

V

D: .i','4
~ ~ ss) ii '...

I'm sure you are aware that the low powe. est r..~ he&%ps f '>
tbe D'aolo Canyon nuclear power plant ).. San Lu)'%PQbiepo, C

are scheduled. for t/'av 19. As a verv concer..ed. c> igep T T~

intenselv opposed. to Diablo obtaining a "low power
license for the following reasons: e

i

1. The plant is located 2.5 miles from the offshore
Hosm i fault line and. originally built to withstand.
only a 6.5 magnitude ouake on the Richte. scale.

2. 2 don't want to see the plant recieve a low power
testing license when it may neve. oualify for full
operating capacity. This would needlessly con ami-
nate the plant and hinder its capabi1ity for being
converted to a differe. t tvpe of enerrj facilitv in
the future.

3. Yo evacuation plans have beer) desip. ed for the area
in the event of a radiation leak.potenially possible
even under "low power testing" conditions. Since )

live near the plant, this factor vreatl„. concerns me.

'.: ave doub~s ex'1 Rt t ila'4 '.,he t'.l c.nf' s) cu. i ty system
i s- adeoua" e..tw--,e-evem:". a ~ soho";.e.=e at ".,e-...".>. Thi s i s
crucial sir)ce Diablo is ". ~ the 'st Coast and thus
easily accessible.

He have many resources available here'n California
and l: wou1d. like to see development of these sa;e
energy "lternatives such as solar and .".-c...ermal
power before resorting to nuclear powe..

if licersed., D'ablo will create the nuclear waste problem for
which Z do not w)ant future generation." to be responsible. '/'e
must take charpe and act responsibly to prevent vn".eservirt~
nuclear plants from beinE licersed.
Thousands are relyir~, on you to /'el.".h t'. e ". emen o:.:s risks

are at Stake and hei'O tO st Og hi S nuo1 )bar <Ol1 y
Diabl o!

«especte u ' v
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lay 18~ 1981
I

Nuclear Pegulatory Commission ''r'':- '-"~1~
1717 H Street ÃN 0'<'ce 0f the &cretanMashington, D. C. 20555 occ:'.eth1g ~ 4rgjce

Branch

Dear i~lr . Wolfe :

I ' sure you are aware that the low power tes t inr, hear ings for
the D 'blo Canyon nuclear power p1 ant in San Luis Obi spo , Ca .

are scheduled. for Yay 1. 9 . As a very concerned. c 1 tizen , I am
intensely opposed to Diablo obtaini ng a " low power tes ting "

license for the fo1 lowing reasons :

SP -,4 74~ 9u

1. The plant is located. 2. 5 miles from the offshore
Hosgri fault line and. originally built to withstand
only a 6.5 magnitude quake on the Richter scale.

2. I d.on't want to see the plant recieve a low powr'.r
testing license when it may never qualify for full

'peratingcapacity. This would needlessly
contami-'ate

the plant and hinder its capability for being
converted to a different type of energy facility in
the future.

3. Ho evacuat;ion plans have been designed for the area
in the event of a rad.iation leak'otenially possible
even under "low power testing" conditions. Since l
live near the plant, this factor preatly concerns me.

Grave doubts exist that the plant's security system
is adequate to prevent a sabotage attempt. This is
crucial since Diablo is on the 'r.'est Coast and thus,
easily accessible.

5. <le have many resources available her e i.n California
and I would like to see development of these safe
energy alternatives such as solar and geothermal
power before resorting to nuclear power.

Xf licensed., Diablo will create the nuclear waste problem for
which I do not want future generations to be responsible. Me
must take charge and act responsibly to prevent c>ndeser vinr
nuclear plants from being licensed.

Thousands are relying. on you to weiph the trem... dous ri.sks
that are at stake and h~ln to stop this nuc1ezr fc?lay at
Diablo!

;? e spec t f!'1 1 v
~~

~ ~cz C. Dd+~ /~
Pegistere] 'loter
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May 18, 1981
«g

r,

Mr. ~.n ('~.- Chairman "- i~,»V 2, >.8 k
U. S. NGclear Regulatory Commission 's'- '„.f Qg

g~Q'717

H Street, N.W. . „;„-„.'.;g~Sm|ce
Washington, D,C. 20555

'
3-r.ch

Dear Mr. L;9a,'~W
l

4

As you know, "low power testing" hearings for Diablo Canyon
nuclear power plant in San Luis Obispo, California are scheduled
for May 19th. As a concerned citizen and resident in the area,
I am vehemently opposed to Diablo obtaining a license for the
following substantial reasons:

1. The plant is locat'ed 2.5 miles f-om the offshore
Hosgri faulf: line and orig&nally built t'o with-
stand only a 6.5 magnitude quake on the Richter
scale.

I don'0 want to see the plant recieve a low power
testing license when it may never qualify for full
operating capacity. This would needlessly contami-

. nate the plant and hinder its capability for being
converted to a different type of energy facility in
the future.

3. No evacuation plans have been designed for the area
in the event of a radiation leak potentially possible
even under "low power testing" conditions.. Since,I
live so close to the plant, this factor directly
effects me.

,:"f. Grave doubts exist that the plant's security
system is adequate to prevent a sabotage attempt.
This is crucial since Diablo is on the West Coast
and thus, easily accessible.

We have many resources available here in California
and I would like to see development of these safe
energy alternatives such as solar and geothermal
power before resorting to nuclear power.

If licensed, Diablo will create the nuclear waste problem for
which I do not want future generations to be responsible. We

must take charge and act responsibly to prevent undeserving
nuclear plants from being licensed. q,)0

R,<;u, A < . Ce,'MgA
'5

AC~~<') 'O r';M< r ptvt~o
Cv~.">8;3.< (pt-
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~ilay 18, 1981

Nuclear Hegulatorv Commission I
C1

1717 H Street NW

Washington, D.C. 20555 '<"- Of tht ~p
Dear Nr. Wolfe:

I'm sure you are aware that the low testing hearings for
the D'ablo Canyon nuclear power plant in San Luis Obispo, Ca.
are scheduled for Yiay 19. As a very concerned. citizen, I am
intensely opposed to Diablo obtaining a "low power testing"
license for the followinz reaso..::

1. The plant is located 2.5 miles from the offshore
Hosgri fault line and originally built to withstand
only a 6.5 magnitude quake on the Richter scale.

2. I don't want to see the plant recieve a low power
testing license ashen it may never qualify for full
operating capacity. This would needlessly contami-
nate the plant and hinder its capability for being
converted to a different type of energy facility in
the future.

3. Ho evacuation plans have 'been designed for the area
in the event of a radiation leak potenially possible
even under "low power testing" conditions. Since I
live near the plant, this 'factor greatly concerns me.

Grave doubts ex%.st that the plant's security system
is adequate to prevent; a sabotage attempt. This is
crucial since Diablo is on the '".'est Coast and thus,
easily accessible.

5. We have many resources available here in California
and I would like to see development of these safe
energy alternatives such as solar and r.;eothermal
power before resorting to nuclear power.

If licensed, Diablo will create the nuclear waste problem for
which I do not want future generations to be responsible. We
must take charpe and act responsibly to prevent undeserving
nuclear plants from being licensed.

Thousands are re1ying on you to weiph the tremendous risks
that are at stake and hei@ to stop this nuclear folly at
0 iabl o!

Peso . tfully,
/

Il(avis Pgw,~/M //
Regis tered Voter yr
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May 18, 1981

hir. ~oi~, Chairman
U.S, Nuclear Regulatory Commission
1717 H Street, N. W,
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Mr. ~cH':
As you know, "low power testing" hearings for Diablo Canyon
nuclear power plant in San Luis Obispo, California are scheduled
for Nay 1(th. As a concerned citizen and resident in the area,
I am vehemently opposed to Diablo obtaining a license for the
following substantial reasons:

1. The plant is located 2. 5 miles f"om the offshore
Hosgri fault line and originally built to with-
stand only a 6.5 magnitude quake on the Richter
scale.

g.. I don'0 want to see the plant recieve a low power
testing license when it may never qualify for full .
operating capacity. This would needlessly contami-
nate the plant and hinder its capability for being
converted to a different type of energy facility in
the future.

3. No evacuation plans have been designed for the area
in the event of a radiation leak potentially possible
even under "low power testing" conditions. Since I
live so close to the plant, this factor directly
effects'me.

f, Grave doubts exist that the plant's security
system is adequate to prevent a sabotage attempt.
This is crucial since Diablo is on the West Coast
and thus, easily accessible.

We have many resources available here in California
and I would like to see development of these safe
energy alternatives such as solar and geothermal
power before resorting to nuclear power.

If licensed, Diablo will create the nuclear waste problem for
which I do not want future generations to be responsible. We
must take charge .and act responsibly to prevent undeserving
nuclear plants from being licensed'.

/ W 2$ /Pl 8I~~ gs ~
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Nay 18, 1981

Mr. ~al~, Chairman
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
1717 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Nr. ~cH':

~ 1$

As you know, "low power testing" hearings for Diablo Canyon
nuclear power plant in San Luis Obispo, California are scheduled
for Nay 19th. As a concerned citizen and resident in the area,
I am vehemently opposed to Diablo obtaining a license for the
following substantial reasons:

1. The plant is located 2.5 miles f-om the offshore
Hosgri fault line and origiaally built to with-
stand only a 6,5 magnitude quake on the Richter
scale.

I don't want to see the plant recieve a low power
testing license when it may never qualify for full
operating capacity. This would needlessly contami-
nate the plant and hinder its capability for being
converted to a different type of energy facility in
the future.

3. No evacuation plans have been designed for the area
in the event of a radiation leak potentially possible
even under "low power testing" conditions. Since I
live so close to the plant, this factor directlyeffects'e.
Grave doubts exist that the plant's security
system is adequate to prevent a sabotage attempt.
This is crucial since Diablo is on the West Coast
and thus, easily accessible.

We have many resources available here in California
and I would 3.ike to see development of these safe
energy alternatives such as solar and geothermal
power before resorting to nuclear power.

If licensed, Diablo will create the nuclear waste problem for
which I do not want future generations to be responsible. We
must take charge and act responsibly to prevent undeserving
nuclear plants from being licensed.

&'jag~ gi<~
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Nay 18, 1981

nuclear Pegulatory Commission
1717. H Street biM

Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear i'Ir. Wolfe:

mV
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O ~ice o< ~ ~~
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I'm sure you are aware that the low power testing hearings for
the D'ablo Canyon nuclear power plant in San Luis Obispo, Ca:.
are scheduled. for Yay 19. As a very concerned. citizen, I am
intensely opposed to Diablo obtaining a "low power testing"
license for the fol3.owing reasons:

1. The plant is located 2.5 miles from the offshore
Hosgri fault line and originally built to withstand.
only a 6.5 magnitude quake on the Richter scale.

2. I don't want to see the plant recieve a low power
testing license when it may never qualify for full
operating capacity. This would needlessly contami-
nate the plant and hinder its capabilitv for being
converted. to a d.ifferent type oi energy facility in
0he future.

3, 'lo evacuation plans have been designed. for the area
in the event of a rad.iation leak potenially possible
even under "low power testing" conditions. Since I
live near the plant, this factor greatly concerns me.

Grave doubts exist that the plant's security system
is adequate to prevent a sabotage attempt. This is
crucial since Diablo is on the ':Jest Coast and thus,
easily accessible.

5. kate have manv resources availaMe here i.n California
and. I would like to see development of these safe
energy alternatives such as solar and. geothermal
power before resorting to nuclear power.

If licensed, Diablo will create the nuclear waste problem for
which t do not want future generations,to b. responsiMe. Me
must take charge and act responsibly to prevent undeservin~
nuclear plants from beinv licen ed.

Thousands are re3.ying on you to weip:h the tremendous 'risks
that are at stake and help to stop this nuclear fol3y at
Diablo!

.. es pec tf!>lly,

Pe~istered Voter





Nay 18, 1981

15r. ~c M,-.-, Chairman
U.S. NUclear Regulatory
1717 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 205/5

'earMr. ~oH".=.

Commission

/g
..v

+is~+ ~ A $ \r%il+

~< pea

As you know, "low power testing" hearings for Diablo Canyon
'nuclear power plant in San Luis Obispo, California are scheduled
for May 19th. As a concerned citizen and. resident in the area,I am vehemently opposed to Diablo obtaining a license for the
following substantial reasons:

1. The plant is located 2.5 miles f-om the offshore
Hosgri faulC line and originally built to with-
stand only a 6.5 magnitude quake on the Richter
scale.

I don' want to see the plant recieve a low power
testing license when it may never qualify for full
operating capacity. This would needlessly contami-
nate. the plant and hinder its capability for being
converted to a different type of energy facility in
the future.

3. No evacuation plans have been designed for the area
in the event of a radiation leak potentially possible
even under "low power testing'onditions. Since I
live so close to the plant, this factor directlyeffects'e.

"f. Grave doubts exist that the plant's security
system is adequate to prevent a sabotage attempt.
This is crucial since Diablo is on the West Coast
and thus, easily accessible.

We have many resources available here in California
and I would 3.ike to see development of these safe
energy alternatives such as solar and, geothermal
power before resorting to nuclear power.

If licensed, Diablo will create the nuclear waste problem for
which I do not want future generations to be responsible. We
must take charge and act responsibly to prevent undeserving
nuclear p1ants from being licensedl
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Hay 18, 1cR1
i~1INuclear Pepulatory Commissio

1717 H Street 5%1

Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Nr. Wolfe:

i,o„oh>

I'm sure you are aware that the low power testing hearings for
the D'blo Canyon'nuclear power plant in San Luis Obispo, Ca.
are scheduled. for Yay 19. As a very concerned. citizen, I am
intensely opposed to Diablo obtaining a "low power testing"
license for the following reasons:

1. The plant is located. 2. 5 miles from the offshore
Hosgri fault line and originally built to withstand
only a 6.5 magnitude ouake on the Richter scale.

2. I don't want to see the plant recieve a low power
testing license when it may never qualify for full
operating capacity. This would needlessly contami-
nate the plant and hinder its capability for being
converted to a different type of energy facility in
the future.

3. No evacuation plans have been designed for the area
in the event of a radiation leak potenially possible
even under "low vower testing" conditions. Since I
live near the plant, this factor preatly concerns me.

Grave doubts exist that the plant's security system
is adequate to prevent a sabotage attempt. This is
crucial since Diablo is on the 'vest Coast and thus,
easily accessi.ble.

5. |1e have many resources available here in Cali.fornia
and I would like to see development of the.,e safe
energy alternatives such as solar and ~eat;hermann
power before resorting to nuclear powe-..

If licensed, Diablo will create the nuclear waste pro) lem for
which I do not want future generations t~ be r.:.sponsible.
must take charpe and act responsibly to prevent undeserving
nuclear plants from bet.nr, licensed.

Thousands are relyirp; on you to rieir'.h tl e trerre.idous ri sks
that are at stak» and ht lp to ..top this nuc1ea'. f~'lly at
Diablo!

~g (o

.-'e~i stereo Voter

":;Rspectf?i11y.
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Nay 18, 1981 '0J

Nuclear Fegulatory Commissio <
1717 H Street N>J

Mashington, D.C. 20555

Dear Yir. Wolfe:

tV3 ~,, g jqp)
"'e o< th Secreta~

~ici".etlng E- Qnjee
Bran

+~.4U",8a3

I'm sure you are aware that the low power testing hearings for
the D'ablo Canyon nuclear power plant in San Luis Obispo, Ca.
ar e scheduled for Yay 19. As a very concerned citizen, I am
intensely opposed to Diablo obtaining a "low power testingn
license for the following reasons:

C

1. The plant is located 2.5 miles from the offshore
Hosgri fault line and originally built to withstand
only a 6.5 magnitude ouak~. on the Richter scale.

2. I don't want to see the plant recieve. a low power
testing license when it'ay never oualify for full
operating capacity. This would needlessly contami-
nate the plant and hinder its capability for being
converted to a different type of energy facility in
the future.

3. Ho evacuat'ion plans have been designed for the area
in the event of a radiation leak potenially possible
even under "low power testing" conditions. Since I
live near the plant, this factor greatly concerns me.

Crave doubts exist; that the plant's security system
is adequate to prevent a sabotage at:tempt. This is
crucial since Diablo is on the '~'est Coast and thus,
easily accessible.

>le have many resources available here in California
and I would like to see c3evelopment of these safe
energy alternatives such as solar and geothermal
power before resorting to nuclear power.

If licensed, Diablo will create the nuclear waste problem for
which I do not want future generations to b.. responsible. 'ne
must take charge and act responsibly to prevent undeserving
nuclear plants from being licensed.

Thousands are re3vinv on you to weit.h the t:rem ndous risks
that are at st;ake and help tn stop this nuclear folly at
Diablo!

~:egistere~ Voter
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May 18, 1981

Mr. W'et', Chairman
U. S. Nucleaz Regulatory Commission
1717 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20555

Dear Mr. ~oH: .

(cy

O

As you know, "low power testing" hearings for Diablo
nuclear power plant in San Luis Obispo, California are scheduled
for May 19th. As a'oncerned citizen and resident in the area,
I am vehemently opposed to Diablo obtaining a license for the
following substantial reasons:

1. The plant is located 2.5 miles f."om the offshore
Hasgri fault line and originally built to with-
stand only a 6.5 magnitude quake on the Richter
scale.

2.. I don't want to see the plant recieve a low power
testing license when it may never qualify for full
operating capacity. This would needlessly contami-
nate the plant and hinder its capability for being
converted to a different type of energy facility in
the future.

3. No evacuation plans have been designed for the area
in 'the event of a radiation leak potentially possible
even under "low power testing" conditions. Since I
live so close to the plant, this factor directly
effects me.

Grave doubts exist that the plant's security
system is adequate to prevent a sabotage attempt.
This is crucial since Diablo is on the West Coast
and thus, easily accessible.

We have many resources available here in California
and I would like to see development of these safe
energy alternatives such as solar and geothermal
power before resorting to nuclear power.

If licensed, Diablo will create the nuclear waste problem for
which I do not want future generations to be responsible.'e
must take charge and act responsibly to prevent undeserving
nuclear plants from being licensed'





May 18, 1981
C(

Mr. ~ok~, Chairman
U. S . Nucl ea r Re gula tory C ommi s si on
1717 H Street, N.N.
Nashington, D. C. 20555

Dear Mr. ~oH':

f'axr
f0o~
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you know, "low power testing" hearings for Diablo Canyon
nuclear power plant in San Luis Obispo, California are scheduled
for May 19th. As a concerned citizen and resident in the area,
I am eche'mently opposed to Diablo obtaining a license for the
following substantial reasons:

1. The plant is located 2.5 miles f".om the offshore
Hosgri fault line and originally built- to with-
stand only a 6.5 magnitude. quake on the Richter
scale.

I don't want to see the plant recieve a low power
testing license when it may never qualify for full
operating capacity. This would needlessly contami-
nate the plant and hinder its capability for being
converted to a different type of energy facility in
the future.

3. No evacuation plans have been designed for the area
in the event of a radiation leak potentially possible
even under "low power testing" conditions. Since I
live so close to the plant, this factor directly
effects me.

Grave doubts exist that the plant's security
system is adequate to prevent a sabotage attempt.
This is crucial since Diablo is on the Nest Coast
and thus, easily accessible.

Ne have many resources available here in California
and I would. like to see development of these safe
energy alternatives such as solar and geothermal
power before resorting to nuclear power.

If licensed, Diablo will create the nuclear waste problem for
which I do not want future generations to be responsible. Ne
must take charge and act responsibly to prevent undeserving
nuclear plants from being licensed'D<<E
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May 18, 1981

' 4

,. -„, ~s i~ ~ectetav/

As you know, "low power testing" hearings for Diablo Canyon
nuclear power plant in San Luis Obispo, California are scheduled
for May 19th. Rs a concerned citizen and resident in the area,
I am vehemently opposed to Diablo obtaining a license for the
following substantial reasons: N

l. The plant is located 2.5 miles f-om the offshore
Hosgri fault line and originally built to with-
stand only a 6.5 magnitude quake on the Richter
scale.

I don' want to see the plant recieve a low power
testing license when it may never qualify for full
operating capacity. This would needlessly contami-
nate the plant and hinder its capability for being
converted to a different type of energy facility in
the future.

3. No evacuation plans have been designed for the area
in the event of a radiation leak potentially possible
even under "low power testing".conditions. Since I
live so close to the plant, this factor directlyeffects'e.

"f. Grave doubts exist that the plant's security-
system is adequate to prevent a sabotage attempt.
This is crucial since Diablo is on the >lest Coast
and thus, easily accessible.

Ne have many resources available here in California
and I would like to see development of these safe
energy alternatives such as solar and geothermal
power before resorting to nuclear power.

If licensed, Diablo will create the nuclear waste problem for
which I do not want future generations to be responsible. 4'e
must take charge and act responsibly to prevent undeserving
nuclear plants from being licensed'g9
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May 18, 1981

iver. ~o ~ P -, Chairman
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
1717.H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Mr. LOo H=-

)gy~'. of the Secretary
-.".,,z 8 Septic

As you know, "low power testing" hearings, f'r Diablo Canyon
nuclear power plant in San Luis Obispo, California are scheduled
for May 1/th. As a concerned citizen.a'nd resident in the area,
I am vehemently opposed to Diablo obtaining a license f'r the
following substantial reasons:

1. The plant is located 2.5 miles fvom the offshore
Hosgri faults line and--originally built to'with-
stand only a 6.5 magnitude quake on the Richter
scale.

I don'0 want to see the plant recieve a low power
testing license when it'ay never qualify for full
operating capacity. This would needlessly contami-

. nate the plant and hinder its capability for being
converted to .a different -type of energy facility in
the future.-

3. No evacuation plans have been designed far the area
in the event of a. radiation. leak potentially possible.
e0en under "low power testing" conditions. — Since I
live so close to the plant„ this factor directly
effects me.

"-f. Grave doubts exist that the plant's security
system is adequate. to prevent a sabotage attempt.
This is crucial since Diablo is on the West Coast
and=thus, easily-accessible.

5. We have many resources'vailable here in California
and I would like to see development of these safe
energy alternatives such as solar and geothermal
power before resorting to nuclear power..

Iz'icensed;- Diablo will. create-the nuclear--waste problem for
whi.ch I do not want future generations to be responsible. We
eius~ take charge and act responsibly to prevent undeserving
nuclear plants f'rom being licensed)
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Dear Nr. Wolfe:

1. The plant is located. 2.5 miles from the offshore
Hosgri fault line and originally built. to withstand.
only a 6.5 magnitude ouake on the Richter scale.

2. I d.on't want to see the plant recieve a low power
testing license when it may never qualify for full
operating capacity. This would needlessly contami-
nate the plant and hinder it capability for being
converted. to a different type of energy facilitv in
the future.

0>

I'm sure you are aware that the low , er testing hearings for
the Diablo Canyon riuclear power plant; in San Luis Obispo, Ca.
are scheduled for l'ay 19. As a very concerned. citizen, I am
intensely opposed to Diablo obtaining a "low power testing"
license for the foll.owing reasons:

3. No evacuation plans have been designed for the area
in the event of a radiation leak potenially possible
even under "low power testin~" conditions. Since
live riear the plant, this factor p,reatly concerns me.

".:rave doubts exist that the plant's security system
is adeouate to prevent a sabotage attempt. This is
crucial since Diablo is on the ':lest Coast and thus,
easily accessible.

5. We have many resources available here in California
and. I would. like to see development of these safe
energy alternatives siich as solar and. geothermal
power before resorting to nuclear power.

If licensed., Diablo will create the nuclear waste problem for
which I do not want future generations to be responsible. We
must take charge and act responsibly to prevent iindeservinv
..uclear plants from bein~ licensed.

Thousands are re3yinp; on you to weiph the tremendous risks
that are at stake and help to stop this nuclear fol3y at
Diablo!

:-:respectfully,

KlM. i"l L'I"(v-~
: epister e~ Voter
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nuclear Fegulatory Commissio,.
1717 H Street Al
Ma hington, D.C. 20555
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Hr. Siolfe:

I'm sure you are aware that the low power testing hearings for
the D'ablo Canyon nuclear power plant in San Luis Obispo, Ca.
are scheduled. for Yay 19. As a very concerned. citizen, I am
intensely opposed to Diablo obtaining a "low power testing"
license for the following reasons:

1. The plant is locat;ed 2.5 miles from the offshore
Hosgri fault li.ne and originally built to withstand.
only a 6.5 magnitude quake on the Richter scale.

2. I don't want to see the plant recieve a low power
testing license wh'en it may never qualify for full
operating capacity. This would needlessly contami-
nate the plant and hinder its capability for being
converted. t;o a different type o. energy facility in
the future.

3. ,'io evacuat:ion plans have been designed for the area
in the event of a rad.iat;ion leak poten'ally possible
even under "low power testing" condit;ions. Since I
live near the plant, th' factor greatly concerns me.

Grave doubts evist that the plant's security svstem
is ad.equate to prevent a sabotage attempt;. This is
crucial since Diablo is on the 'i.'est Coast and thus,
easily accessi.ble.

5. 'v!e have manv resources available here 'n California
and I would like to see development of these safe
energy alternatives such as solar and .-,eothermal
power before resorting to nuclear vower.

If licensed, Diablo will create the nuclear;ra te problem for
which I do not want future generations to be responsible. Me
must take charpe and act responsibly to prevent undeservin~
nuclear plants frori bein" licens-.d.

Thousands are re3yir.- on vou to rrei gh the tremendous risks
that are at; stake and help to stop this nuclear folly at
Diablo!
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Yiay 18,
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~ah~, Chairman
U.S. nuclear Regulatory
~ 717 H Stree , N.W.
Nashington, D.C. 20555

Dear M . ~os':
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Rs you know, "low power testing" hearings for Diablo Canyon
nuclear power plant .in San Luis Obispo, California are scheduled

~ or Nay Lo h .. As a concerned c''en and resident in the area,
I am w'ehemently opposed to Diablo ob.aining a license for the
following substant'al reasons:

1. The plart .is located 2.5 miles f."om the offshore
Hosgri fault line and originally built to with-
stand only a 6.5 magnitude'quake on the Richter
scale.

I don't want to see the plant recieve a low power
testing 1'cense when it may never qualify for full

'peratingcapacity. Tris would needlessly contami-
nate the plant and hinder its capability for being
converted to a different type of energy facility in
the future.

3. No evacuation plans have been designed for the a ea
in the event of a radiation leak potentially possible
even under "low power es ing" conditions, Since I
live so close to the plant, this factor directly
effects me.

Grave doubts exist that the plant's security
system is adequate to prevent a sabotage attempt.
This is crucial since Diablo is on the Nest Coast
and thus, easily accessible.

5, Ne have many resources available here in California
and I would like to see development of these safe
energy alternatives such as solar and geothermal
power before resorting to nuclear power,

licensed, Diablo will create -.he nuclear waste problem fosr
which I do not'ant future generations to be responsible, t(.e

must take charge and act responsibly to prevent undeserving
nuclear plants from being licensee! ~ ', p'.,
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May 18, 1981

Kr. Mel~, Chairman
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commiss
1717 H Street, Y.N.
Nashington, D, C. 20555

Dear Mr. ~oLf'; Q) C

As you know, "low power testing" hearings for Diablo Canyon
nuclear power plant in San Luis Ooispo, California are scheduled
for May'9th. As a concerned citizen and resident in the area,
I am Jehemently opposed to Diablo obtaining a license for the
following substantial reasons:

1. The plant is located 2.5 miles f."om the offshore
Hosgri fault line and originally built to with-
stand only a 6.5 magnitude quake on the Richter
scale.

I don't want to see the plant recieve a low power
testing license when it may never qualify for full
operating capacity. This would needlessly contami-
nate the pla~t and hinder its capability for being

'converted to a different type of energy facility in
the future.
Yo -evacuation-plans:-ha~e.,been designed for the area
in the event of a radiation leak potentially possicle
even under "low power testing" conditions. Since I
Tive so close to the plant, this factor directly
effects me.

Grave doubts exist that the plant's security
system is adequate to prevent a sabotage a tempt.
This .is crucial since Diablo is on the Nest Coast
and thus, easily accessible.

5, Ne have many resources available here in California
and I would like to see development of these safe
energy alternatives such as solar and geothermal
power,before resorting to nuclear power,

l'f licensed, Diablo will create'he nuclear waste problem or
which I do not want future generations to be responsible. Ne
must take charge and act responsibly to prevent undeserving
nuclear plants from being licensed!
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May 18, 1981

Mr. +o~ —, Chairman
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
1717 H Street, N.N.
washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Mr. M oaV)
As you know, "low power testing" hearings for Diablo Canyon
nuclear power plant in San Iuis Obispo, California are scheduled
for..May 1/th. As a concerned citizen and resident in the area,
I am vehemently opposed to Diablo obtaining a license for the
following substantial reasons:

1. The plant is located 2.5 miles f-om the offshore
Hosgri faulC line and originally built to'ith-
stand only a 6.5 magnitude ouake on the Richter
scale.

cehr
gg l1
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don't want to see the plant recieve a low power
testing license when it may never qualify for full
operating capacity. This would needlessly contami-
nate the plant and hinder its capability for being
converted to .a different type of energy facility in

0 'I +'0 'I % P'll1 t6 4, vs v H ~

C
~ ~ ~

C'Noevacuation plans."nave 'oeen designed <or ~he a"ea
in the event.-of a .radiation leak potentially.poss'le
even uMer "low-power testing" conditions. Since.i .

live so close to the plant, this-favor-directly
effects me.

Grave doubts exist that the plant's security
system is adequate to prevent a sabotage attempt.
This is crucial since Diablo is on the Nest Coast
and thus, easily accessible.

Ne have many resources'vailable here in Cali fornia
and I would like to see development of these safe
energy alternatives such as solar and geothermal
power before resorting to nuclear power.

If licensed, Diablo will create the nuclear waste problem nor
which I do. not want .future generations .to be responsible.. V!e

must take charge and act responsibly to prevent undeserving
nuclear plants from being licensed'pss,
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Nay 18, 1981

Kr. ~aL~, Chairman
U.S ~ Nuclear Regulatory Commission
1717 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear iVir. 'woH':
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,-,::,-:.:—,.;;;:;::.-.:....„.As you know, "low power testing" hearings for Diablo Canyon
'nuclear power plart in San Luis Obispo, California are scheduled
for Nay 19th. As a. concerned citizen and resident in the area,I am vehemently opposed to Diablo obtaining a license or the
following substantial reasons:

l. The plant is located 2.5 miles f:.om the offshore
Hosgri fault line and origiaally built to with-
stand only a 6.5 magnitude quake on the Richter
scale.

I don't want to see . he plant recieve a low power
testing license when it may never qualify for full
operating capacity. This would needlessly contami-
nate the plant and hinder its capa'oility for being
converted to a different type of energy fac'lity in
the future.

3. No evacuation plans have been designed for the area
in the event of a radiation leak potentially possible
even under "low power testing" conditions. Since I
live so close to the plant, this factor directly
e fects me.

Grave doubts exist that the plant's security
system is adequate to prevent a sabotage attempt.
This is crucial since Diablo is on the Wes Coast
and thus, easily accessible.

We have many resources availaole here in California
and I would like to see development of these sa e
energy alternatives such as solar and geothermal
vower be ore resorting to nuclear power,

I licensed, Diaolo will create the nuclear waste problem for
which I do not'ant future generations to be responsible. ".e

must take charge and act responsibly to prevent undeserving
nuclear plants from being licensed'





i>say 1 8, 1981

Kr. ~ F18, Chairman
U. S. nuclear Regula'tory Commission
1717 H Stree-., I'!.3".
Washington, D.C, 20555
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Dear Nr. ~oH';
e

As you know, "low power testing" hearings,d'or Diablo Canyon
nuclear power plant in San Luis Obispo, Californ'a are scheduled
for Piay 19th, As a concerned citizen and resident in the area,
I am vehemently opposed to Diablo obtaining a license for the
following subs antial reasons:

1. The plant is located 2.5 miles from tne offshore
Hosgri fault line and originally built to with-
stand only a 6.5 magnitude quake on the Richter
scale.

I don'0 want to see the plant recieve a low power
testing license when it may never qualify for full
operating capacity. This would needlessly contami-
nate the plant and hinder its capability for being
converted to a different type of energy facility in
the future.

3. No evacuation plans have been designed for the area
in the event of a radiation leak potentially possible
even ur'.der "low vower tes in="" conditio.".s. S'ce
live so .close to the plant, .this factor directly
effects me.

...4 ~rave. doubts exist. that the plant's. security
system is adequate to prevent a sabotage attempt.
This is crucial since Diablo is on the West Coast
and thus, easily accessible.

We have many resources available here in California
and |: would. like to see development of these safe
energy alternatives such as solar and geothermal

. power before resorting to nuclear power.

lf licensed, Diablo will create the nuclear waste problem for
which 1 do not want future generations to be responsible. We

must take c! a Se anc act responsibly to prevent unceservina.
nuclear plants from being licensed'+t
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May ~ 8, 1981
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iPr. ~c i~, Chairman
U. S. Niiclear Regulatory
1717 H Street, Y..N.
Washington, D,C. 20555

Dear Nr. ~oH':

Commissi on @" ~,'a@
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As you know, "low power testing" hearings for o Canyon
nuclear power plant in. San Luis Obispo, California are scheduled
for Nay 19th. As a concerned citizen and resident in the area,

am vehemently opposed to Diablo obtaining a license for the
following substantial reasons:

l. The plant is
Hosgri faul~
stand only a
scale.

located 2.5 miles f-om the offshore
line and origiaally,built to with-
6.5 magnitude ouake on the Richter

I don't want to see tne plant recieve a low power
testing license when it may never oualify for full
operating capacity. This would needlessly contami-
nate the plant and hinder its capability for being
converted to a different .ype of energy facility 'n
the future.

3. No evacuation plans have been designed o the area
in the event of a radiation leak potentially possible
even urider "low power testing" conditions. Since |:
live so close to the plant, this factor directly
effects me.

Grave doubts exist that the plant's security
system is adequate to prevent a sabotage attempt.
This is crucial since Diablo is on the Nest Coast
and thus, easily accessible,

Ne have many resources available here in California
and |: would 3.ike to see development of these safe
energy alternatives such as solar and geothermal
power before resorting to nuclear power.

T ~ licensed, Diablo will create the nuclear waste problem for
which l do not'ant future generat'ns o be responsible. U,'e

must -'ake charge anc act responsibly to p even-'noeserving
nuclear plants from being licensed, 1
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Er . ~c i., ', C ha irman
U.S. Miclear Regulatory Commission
1717 H Street, N.M.
Washington, D,C. 20555

Dear Nr. ~oH';.
r

As you know, "low power testing" hearings for Diablo Canyon
'nuclear power plant in San Luis Obispo, California are scheduled
for Nay 1cth. As a concerned citizen and resident in the area,l am vehemently opposed to Diablo obtaining a license for the
following substantial reasons:

1. The plant is located 2.5 miles from the offshore
Hosgri faulf line and originally built to with-
stand only a 6.5 magnitude quake on the Richter
scale.

don't want to see the plant recieve a low power
testing license when it may never qualify for full
operating capacity, This would needlessly contami-
nate the plant and hinder its capability for being
converted to a different type of energy facility in
the futu e.

3. No evacuation plans have been designed for the area
in the event of a radiation leak potentially possible
even under "low power testing" conditions. Since 1
live so close to the plant, this factor directlyeffects'e.
Grave doubts exist that the plant's security
system is adequate to prevent a sabotage attempt.
This is crucial since Diablo is on the Nest Coast
and thus, easily accessible.

Ne have many resources available here in California
and I would. 1ike to see development of tnese safe
energy alternatives such as solar and geothermal
power before resorting to nuc'ear power.

Tf licensed., Diablo will create the nuclear waste proolem for
which I do not want future generations to be responsible, >,'e

ke charge and act responsibly to prevent undeserving
1ants from being licensed'.
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p)ay 18, 1981

Kr. ~ok~, Chairman
U.S. Yuclear Regulatory
1717 ii S.rect, P,.W.
Washington, D.C; 20555

Dear Nr. ~oH':.
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As you know, "low power testing" hearings for Diablo Canyon
nuclear power plant in. San Luis Obispo, California are scheduled
for biay 19th. As a concerned citizen and resident in the area,I am vehemently opposed to Diablo obtaining a license for the
following substantial reasons:

1. The plant is located 2.5 miles f"om the offshore
Hosgri fault line and origiaally built to with-
stand only a 6.5 magnitude quake on the Richter
scale.

I don't want to see the plant rec'eve a low power
testing license when it may never aualify for full
operating capacity, This would needlessly contami-
nate the plant and hinder its capability for being
converted to a different type of energy facility in
the future.

3. No evacuation plans have been designed for the area
in the event of a radiation leak potentially possible
even under "low po~er testing" conditions. Since I
live so close to the plant, this factor directly
effects me.

Grave doubts exist that the plant's security
system is adeauate to prevent a sabotage attempt.
This is crucial since Diablo is on the Wes Coast
and thus, easily accessible.

5, We have many resources available here in California
and I would like to see development of these safe
energy alternatives such as solar and geothermal
po~er before resorting to nuclear power.

If licensed, Diablo will create the nuclear waste problem for
which I do not want future generations to 'oe responsible. 0.'e

must take charge and act responsibly to prevent.-undeserving
nuclear p'lants from be'g licensed',
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Ifr. ~'of~, Chairman
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commissio. P;
"717 H Street, N.N.
Washington, D, C . 20555
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Dear Nr. 'woH';.
Q)
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you know, "low power testing" hearings for Diablo Canyon
nuclear power plant, in San Luis Obispo, California are scheduled
for Iiiay 19th. As a concerned cit'en and resident in the area,
1 am vehemently opposed to Diablo obtaining a license for the
following substantial reasons:

1. The plant is located 2.$ miles f-om the offshore
Hosgri faulC line and origiaally built to with-
stand only a 6.5 magnitude quake on the Richte'r
scale.

don't want to see the plant recieve a low power
testing license when it mav never qualify for full
operating capacity. This would needlessly contami-
nate the plant and hinder its capability for being
converted to a different type of energy facility in
the future.
Yo evacua .ion pl~'~=-'-hive "~en designed fcr the area
in the event of a radiation lea'k potentially possi'ble
even.unde~. ".low power testing" conditions. Since i
live so close o the plant, this factor directly
effects me.

Gr e doubts exist that the plant's security
stem is adequate to prevent a sabotage attempt.

This is crucial since Diablo is on the Nest Coast
and thus, easily accessible.

We have many resources available here in California
and I would like to see developmen of these safe
energy alternatives such as solar and geothermal
t>ower before resorting to nuclear power.

i f licensed, Diablo will create the nuclear waste problem for
which Z do not'ant future generations to be responsible, Ne
must take charge and act responsibly to prevent undeserving
nuclear plants from being licensed,'
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Pay 16, 1981

Mr. ~ok~> Chairman
U.S, Nuclear Regulatory
1717 H Street, Fl.|Ii.
Nashington, D. C, 20555

Dear Nr. ~oH':
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As you know, "low power testing" hearings for Diablo Canyon
'nuclear power plant in San Luis Obispo, California are scheduled
for Nay 19th. As a concerned citizen and resident in the area,I am vehemently opposed to Diablo obtaining a license for the
following subs antial reasons:

1. The plant is located 2.5 miles f-.om the offshore
Hosgri faulf line and origiaally built to with-
stand only a 6,5 magnitude quake on the Richter
scale,

I don't want to see the plant recieve a low power
testing license when it may never oualify for full
operating capacity. This would needlessly contami-
nate the plant and hinder its capabil'ty for being
converted to a different type of energy facility in
the future.

3. No evacuation plans have been designed for the area
in the event of a radiation leak potentially possible
even under "low power testing" condi ions. Since I
live so close to the plant, this factor directly
effects me.

Grave doubts exist that the plant's security
system is adeauate to prevent a sabotage attempt.
This is crucial since Diablo is on the best Coast
and thus, easily accessible.

Me have many resources available here in Cali=ornia
and l would 1ike to see development of these sa=e
energy alternatives such as solar and geothermal
power before resorting to nuclear power.

I licensed, Diablo will create the nuclear waste problem for
which I do not'ant future genera.ions to be responsible, U,'e

must take charge and act responsibly to prevent undeserving
nuclear plants from being lice. ed',
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May .>8, >98>

Mr. Ac ~g Chairman
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commissi
1717 H Street, N.N. oWashington, D.C. 20555
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(pDear Mr. ')

As you know, "low power testing" hearings for Diablo Canyon
nuclear power plant in San Luis Obispo, California are scheduled
for Yiay loth.. As a concerned citizen and resident in the area,

am vehemently opposed to Diablo obtaining a license for the
following subs.antial reasons:

l. The plant is located 2.5 miles from the offshore
Hosgri faulC line and originally built vo with-
stand only a 6.5 magnitude quake on the

Richter'cale.

g.. I don'0 want to see the plant recieve a low power
testing license when it may never qualify for full
operating capacity. This would needlessly contami-
nate the plant and hinder its capability for being
converted to a different type of energy facility in
the future..

3. No-evacuation plans have. been. designed. @or..the,.area
in the event of a radiation leak potentially possible
even, unde~ "low power testing" conditions; Since I
live so close to the plant, this factor directl~
effects me.

Grave doubts exist that the plant's security
system is adequate to prevent a sabotage attempt.
This is crucial since Diablo is on the West Coast
and thus, easily accessible.

We have many resources'vailable here in California
and I would 3.ike to see development of these safe
energy alternatives such as solar andgeothermal
power before resorting to nuclear power.

If licensed, Diablo will create the nuclear >,aste problem for
which I do not want future generations to be responsible. We

must take charge and act responsibly to prevent undeserving
nuclear plants from being licensed',
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May -18, 1981

Er. W o < p Chairman
U,S. NUclear Regulatory
1717 H Street, N.N.
Washington, D. C. 20555

Dear Mr. Wc ~~,

C ommi ssi on

As you know, "low power testing" hearings for Diablo Canyon
nuclear power plant in San Luis Obispo, California are scheduled
for May 3.oth. As. a .concerned citizen,and resident in the area,l am vehemently opposed to Diablo obtaining a license for the
following substantial reasons:

1. The plant is located 2.5 miles f"om the offshore
Hosgri fault line and origfaally built to with-
stand only a 6.5 magnitude quake on the Ttichter
scale.

I don't want to see the plant recieve a low power
testing license when it may never qualify for full
operating capacity. This would needlessly contami-
nate the plant and hinder its capability for being
converted to a different type of energy facility in
the future.

3. No-evacuation plans have been .designed for the area
in the event of a radiation leak potentially possible
even under "log power testing" conditions. Since Z
live so close to the plant, this factor directly

~ '. effects me.

Grave doubts exist that the plant's security
system is adequate to prevent a sabotage attempt.
This is crucial since Diablo is on the iVest Coast
and thus„easily accessible.

Ne have many resources'vailable here ih California
and I would l~ ike to see development of these safe
energy alternatives such as solar and geothermal
power before resorting to nuclear power.

If licensed, Diablo will create the nuclear ~aste problem for
which I do not want future generations to be responsible. >'e
must take charge and act responsibly to prevent undeserving
nuclear plants from being licensed,'O4~
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Ray 18, 1981
tI<Kr. ~ok~, Chairman

U.S. N'uclear Regulatory Commissio ..
1717 H Street, N.N.
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear bIr. ~oH';

--„ae.~ ps~ ".

P~v"~ gag@

As you know, "low power testing" hearings for Diablo Canyon
nuclear power plart in San Luis Obispo, California are scheduled
for Piay 19th. As a concerned citizen and resident in the area,

am vehemently opposed to Diablo obtaining a license for the
following substantial reasons:

l. The plant is located 2.5 miles f.".om the offshore
Hasgri fault line, and originally built to with-
stand only a 6.5 magnitude quake on the Richter
scale.

don't want to see the plant recieve a low power
testing license when it may never qualify for full
operating capacity'his would needlessly contami-
nate the plant and hinder its capab'lity for being
converted to a different type of'nergy facility in
the future.

3. No 'evacuat'n-plaza "~ve be'en designed for the area
in tne event of a radiation leak potentially possible
even under "low power testing" conditions. SiL.ce 1
live so close to the plant, this factor directly

'ffectsme.

Grave doub s exist that the plant's security
system is adequate to prevent a sabotage attempt.
This is crucial since diablo is on the Nest Coast
and thus, easily accessible.

5, We have many resources available here in California
and 1 would like to see development of tnese safe
energy alternatives such as solar and geothermal
power before resorting to nuclear power.

Zf licensed, Diablo will create'the nuclear waste problem =or
which I do not want future generations to be responsible. Ne
must take charge and act responsibly to prevent undeserving
nuclear plants f'rom being licensed'
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